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SUMMARY

This report presents the results of the research carried out at the

European Space Agency in the framework of a graduation study for the
Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of
Technology.

Currently interest is shown in the verification and further development

of the recommendations from CCITT and CCIR governing the inclusion of a
Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) link into ISDN. The transfer of CCITT

performance objectives for ISDN into design objectives for satellite

communications equipment is seen to be of great importance. The concept

of communication link availability, above 10 GHz transmission frequency

driven by propagation phenomena, proves to be of crucial interest in

this context.

It has been verified that several recent CCIR documents are not

consistent with current CCITT requirements, and suggestions for

improvements have been given. Based on this, it has been concluded that

a new kind of propagation availability and unavailability statistics

will be necessary to deal with the present CCITT objectives. In this
context, some tentative results have been presented for future digital
satellite link design.

The current CCIR recommendations for FSS inclusion into ISDN are
restricted to uncoded 64 Kbps links operating below 15 GHz. Therefore,

joint communication/propagation experiments are planned at 20/30 GHz in

the framework of ESA's Olympus Utilisation Programme, using different

transmission rates and (adaptive) coding schemes.

Regarding such a combined experimental setting, the Stored Channel

Simulation concept has been suggested as an interesting alternative in

the technical and economical sense. The Stored Channel concept preserves

all the characteristics of a communication channel by relatively

wideband recording of an unmodulated carrier signal from a satellite. It

has been evidenced that a broad class of FSS communications channels of
several MHz wide at around the frequencies of interest exhibit a

negligible frequency selectivity, which validates the concept.
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It has been proved that the signals from the Olympus beacons (12/20/30

GHz) can be used, thereby achieving a 100% experiment availability at a

lower expense (no need to reserve transponder time, no uplink station).

Implementing the latter approach leads to either relatively simple

receiver RF-to-baseband hardware desi~ns (no PLL, no FLL) followed by

extensive processing (filtering) before the actual simulation takes

place, or a more complex receiver design (using a FLL) without the need
for further postprocessing.

In addition, it has been shown that the concept may serve as an elegant

combination of propagation and communication experiments in one mission,

viz. using the Stored Channel recordings for propagation analysis by

software means.
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1. Propagation and communication experiments at Ku and Ka bands in
Europe: two missions to be shared

1.1 The Olympus experiments programme of ESA

The growth of satellite communications throughout the world has prompted

many services to operate at frequencies above 10 GHz. The so-called Ku
frequency band (11/14 GHz) is widely used nowadays. Satellite systems
such as the ECS series of EUTELSAT for Europe and the INTELSAT series in

the USA are typical examples in this respect. A continuous growth of

Ku-band systems is foreseen up to the late 1990s. By that time a

saturation of this spectrum is predicted, despite the effort put into
additional spectrum allocations (WARC conferences) and further

sophistication of spacecraft antennas for spectrum reuse [IJ.

Consequently, new frequency bands need to be taken into consideration

and in particular the 20/30 GHz frequency band (Ka band) is a centre of

interest at present. Various satellites have carried 20/30 GHz equipment

for communications (the Italian Sirio and the Japanese Communications

satellite) and for propagation research (NASAls ATS-6 and AT&T's
COMSTAR). The Olympus satellite program of ESA [2J offers an opportunity

for a thorough exploration of both Ku and Ka bands in the field of

communication applications as well as propagation research. The Olympus

satellite will serve the entire European region and parts of Canada and

the east coast of the USA. It carries four separate payloads, each of

them equipped with dedicated antennas:

* the Direct Broadcast Service (DBS) Payload at 12/18 GHz,

* the Specialised Services Payload (12/14 GHz),

* the 20/30 GHz Advanced Communications Payload, and
* the 12/20/30 GHz Propagation Payload.

The mixture of frequencies throughout the Ku and Ka bands will allow

evaluation of frequency scaling methods. The first model (Olympus-I)
will be placed in geostationary orbit at 19° West in March 1989 (under

reservation).
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A number of experiments and demonstrations using the Olympus 20/30 GHz

Advanced Communications payload have been proposed by various European
research institutes t including [2J:

* point-to-point video teleconference t
* multi-point video teleconference t
* wideband transmission experiments t
* tele-education t
* frequency re-use by spotbeam separation t and

* data transmission at various rates.

The use of the communications payload will be coordinated by ESA. For

all Olympus experiments that are related to international public
telecommunications in Europe t EUTELSAT is in charqe of interfacing with

ESA on behalf of its member PTT'st the latters being organized by CEPT
Administrations. For these experiments a Group of Experimenters for CEPT

for Olympus (GECO) has been established which is supervised by the board

of EUTELSAT [3J.
The Swedish and the Danish PTT's have proposed a cooperative project to
the GECO t concerning measurements for verification of Recommendation

G.821 of CCITT.
This recommendation t which first appeared in 1981 and was revised in

1985t deals with a specific concept to assess the end-to-end performance

of a telecommunications service (voice t data etc.) conducted via an

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). The concept identifies a set
of error performance parameters which have to be measured at the network

boundaries. Since traditional design of satellite links (C and Ku bands)

deals with requirements based on link BER performance for certain time
percentages t involving the well known cumulative distribution functions

for e.g. co-polar attenuation and cross-polar discrimination t a

translation of 'CCITT terminology' into 'CCIR terminology' is of great

importance.

The application under consideration comprises the inclusion of a 20/30
GHz satellite hop in an ISDN connection t using different transmission

rates and (adaptive) channel coding schemes.
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The applicable present-day CCIR Recommendation 614 -dealing with

performance objectives for the entire hop itself- is restricted to
uncoded 64 Kbps links operating below 15 GHz.

The proposed Swedish/Danish experiments will involve simultaneous

measurement of BER performance and fade level on a full scale

satellite communications link. The Swedish PTT organisation will provide
for the communications equipment, whereas its Danish counterpart will

install beacon receivers and radiometers.

1.1.2 Olympus propagation measurements

The Olympus propagation payload consists of three beacon transmitters

BO, Bl and B2 which provide for stable unmodulated continuous-wave

signals at around 12, 20 and 30 GHz respectively. All signals are
linearly polarized; the 20 GHz signal will be switched between two

orthogonal polarizations at a rate of 933 Hz. The latter feature enables

the experimenter to fully characterize the propagation channel.

The propagation measurements with the Olympus satellite will provide for

extensive information on the influence of the earth's atmosphere on the
transmission parameters governing the implementation of satellite

systems at 20/30 GHz. Transmission loss between transmitter and

receiver, antenna noise temperature, cross-polarization and

scintillation are examples of relevant tranmission parameters. New

communication techniques both for the satellite and the groundstation

may be required to counteract the atmospheric effects occurring on 20/30
GHz links. In addition to the absolute propagation measurements at 20

and 30 GHz, a simultaneous comparison with propagation phenomena at 12

GHz will be allowed by the presence of the BO beacon.

Since the propagation experiments will not involve any sharing of
satellite transponder time, no time scheduling of the various campaigns

is required and ground reception of the beacons signals will be possible

at any time. However, regarding the number of experimenters that intend
to participate (more than 45) and based on experiences of previous

similar collective efforts (ATS-6, COST project) an Olympus Propagation

Experiment (OPEX) users group chaired by ESA has been established [4J.
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This cooperation will allow theoretical and practical aspects of the

propagation experiments to be dealt with in a standardized way, such as

groundstation hardware and data processing and analysis.

Depending on the particular OPEX participant, a propagation experiment

may be carried out with a very small station for attenuation

measurements only, up to a fully equipped station enabling copolar and
crosspolar measurements. The Dutch Eindhoven University of Technology is
one of the participants who will use a station of the latter kind.

The Danish and the Swedish PTT' s have joined with a cooperative project

with two small stations, supplemented by radiometers. As has been

pointed out in the previous paragraph, their aim is not only to do

propagation measurements, but also correlate these results with

simultaneous communication experiments for research on ISDN related

topics.

1.2 Purpose of research

From the foregoing it has become clear that in the next few years a

number of trials will be carried out in the framework of the Olympus
programme, be it in the propagation or in the communication field.

As for the communication experiments schedule, the requests for
satellite time are already Quite substantial for all payloads.

Furthermore it appears that there is a genuine interest in the analysis
of the BER performance of a wideband satellite communications channel

under various conditions, which involves the set up of a joint

communication/propagation experiment.

In the latter context an alternative approach may be thought of, known

as the "Stored Channell! method for full recording of the channel
characteristics and then analyse link performance under simulated

conditions using a satellite simulator. This is customary in the area of

(L-band) mobile satellite communications. Equipment for such
measurements and subsequent simulations has been used succesfully in

ESA's PROSAT project [5].
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In the stored channel recordings, in-phase and quadrature components of

a fixed frequency unmodulated carrier are measured after straightforward

down-conversion, using stable local oscillators (1.0.). In such

measurements (absolute) phase information is retained, which is lost
when using a narrow-band P.L.L. receiver, which is the usual approach to

microwave propagation measurements.

Olympus might make it feasible to carry out such relatively wideband

recordings, and the advantages would be obvious: a 100% experimental

availability would be achieved at even lower expense both in terms of

overall cost and operational overhead (no need to reserve transponder

time, no uplink station). In addition, it might serve as an elegant

combination of propagation and communication experiments in one mission.

1.3 Preview of report

The idea that has been suggested in the preceding paragraph to replace
real-time communication experiments at Ka-band with Stored Channel

simulations can be further generalized to include the possibility of

using the recordings for pure propagation analysis.
The assessment of the overall feasibility of this generalization will
form the main theme of this report.

The research effort associated herewith has to follow alternating

parallel and combined paths in principle, depending on whether a

particular topic belongs to a shared area of interest between

communications and propagation, or not. A concise explanation is given
hereafter.

Since the underlying motive for Stored Channel stimulation originates

from the area of communications, a great deal of effort has to be put

into the analysis of the proposed Swedish/Danish ISDN experiments, their

background and their setting. From here, the basic demands that will

have to be put on a Stored Channel scheme can be inferred.

In parallel, the interest of the Olympus propagation group need to be
analyzed and summarized.
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To properly convert this knowledge into specifications for both Stored

Channel receiver and simulatorn designs, a thorough investigation of the
concept, its advantages and its shortcomings is required next.

The final assessment then shall deal with conceptual design proposals

with a trade-off analysis illustrated by example calculations.

Nevertheless, the report itself treats propagation and communication
aspects consecutively.

Chapter Two starts with a description of present-day digital satellite

link design from the viewpoint of ISDN. The requirements and definitions

that have been established in this context will be critically reviewed,

illustrated by so~e examples from common telecommunications practice.

Next, future applications and their impact on link design will be taken

into consideration. Finally, the chapter will conclude by suggesting an

extended set of research topics and related experiments in the field of

communication and propagation, as regards a present or future inclusion

of satellite links into ISDN connections.

Having defined and motivated the area of investigation from the

communications point of view, Chapter Three deals with methods to
perform the related experiments and introduces the Stored Channel

concept as a logical alternative among existing measurement schemes. The

Stored Channel concept is further analyzed and preliminary points of

attention for communication and propagation applications are

identified qualitatively.

Chapter Four contains the final assessment of the concept's feasibility,

by directly turning to the combined Swedish/Danish communication and

propagation experiments with Olympus.

Their scenario is analyzed from the GECO as well as from the OPEX point

of view and a summary of technical requirements is given.

Next, an Olympus Stored Channel experiment is suggested to integrate the
aims of GECO and OPEX. Based on this, the theoretical validity of

channel storage at Ku and Ka band is proved, after which a fictive

groundstation is established. This groundstation is to serve as a test

case for the concept's technical feasibility.
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First priority is a simple and cheap arrangement, and for this two basic

hardware schemes will be worked out, supplemented by more sophisticated
approaches.

Having paid attention to the design of a multi-purpose Stored Channel

receiver, the way the receiver is hardware implemented will put a burden

on the design of the Stored Channel replay equipment depending on the
intended application. This is subject of the final part of the fourth
chapter. Two typical examples concerning a Stored Channel simulation and
Stored Channel analysis of a propagation phenomen will be treated.

Chapter Five finally derives conclusions and recommendations as regards

the underlying motives for communication and propagation research

related to ISDN, and conclusions as regards the overall feasibility of

the Stored Channel concept for communication and propagation experiments

at 12, 20 and 30 GHz.
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2. ISDN Links via satellite: research and application

2.1 ISDN performance requirements for a digital communications link
via satellite

A great deal of attention is paid nowadays to the application of the

ISDN performance definitions to the Fixed Satellite Service (FSS). The
ISDN hypothetical reference connections (HRX) for a 64 kbps circuit

switched connection (e.g. voice traffic) have been defined by CCITT,

each by means of three circuit classifications [6J, viz. a local, a

medium and a high grade qualification. Each classification corresponds

to a certain transmission quality decrease expressed as an errored-time

percentage deviation, see figure 1.

27500km

1250 km 25000km 1250 km

TLE*
~I

12500 km

I~
*LE

c ...;. -- ~

Local Medium High Medium Local
grade grade grade grade grade

15% 15% 10% 20% 10% 15% 15%
-.

T

FIGURE 1 - ISDN hypothetical reference connection based upon CCI1T Recommendation G.B]}

T: reference point
LE : local exchange

Figure 1. ISDN hypothetical reference connection based upon CCITT

Recommmendation G.821 [6J.

Figure 1 shows the longest hypothetical reference connection (27.500

km), including a dedicated high grade performance path via satellite
which spans a hypothetical distance of 12.500 km (satellite equivalent

distance concept [7J). This path is denoted as a "fixed satellite
service hypothetical reference digital path" (FSS HRDP) embedded in an

ISDN HRX [6,8J.
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Considering that ISDN is required to transport a wide range of service

types over a large variety of physical networks (like cable, fibre optic

and satellite), CCITT decided to establish uniform quality criteria

stated in terms of "performance objectives" which has been worked out in
Recommendation G.821 [6J.

This recommendation identifies three error performance parameters

('performance classifications' [6J) for which requirements have been
set:

* Errored Seconds ('ES'),

* Severel y Errored Seconds ('SES'), and

* Degraded Minutes ('OM').

Once having monitored a particular corrrnunicatio"ns link as regards the

occurrence of errors in a transmitted stream of bits, its overall

performance can be expressed in terms of the three classifications

mentioned above. Appendix A provides the algorithm to be used. Next, the

actual performance should be compared with the objectives of

Recommendation G.821, see table 1. This table outlines the requirements

which have to be met for "each direction of a 64 kbps circuit-switched
connection used for voice traffic or as a 'Bearer Channel' for data-type

services" [6J.

It is remarked that Rec. G.821 identifies time intervals that must have

a specified Bit Error Ratio (BER) for certain time percentages of an
"ava ilable time period" [6J. Together with the "un available time period"

the former adds up to a total time period during which the percentages

are to be assessed. This total time period should be of the order of

"any one month" (see table 1, third note), which has to be interpreted

as "wors t month" to make sense in FSS systems design [7,9J. In the

analysis of this report "any one month" will be interpreted as "wors t

month". Later on, the concept of availability will be further explained.

The error performance of a satellite system is generally stated in terms

of Bit Error Probability (BEP).
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This figure is used to express the theoretical performance of data

communications equipment. The BEP figure can be estimated from the BER
with any desired accuracy, provided that certain conditions are

satisfied such as number of measurements and the amount of measurement
time.

Performanl:e classification Objective

(a) Fe\\er than 10"" of one-minute intervals to have a bit error
(Degraded minutes) ralio worse than 1 ' 10-" (Note 4)

(Notes J. 2)

(b) Fewer than 0,20 0 of one-second intervals 10 have a bit error
(Severely errored seconds) ratio worse than 1 . 10-'

(Note 1)

(c) Fewer than 8"0 of one-second intervals to have an~ errors
(Errored seconds) (equivalent to 92", error-free seconds)

(Note 1)

NOle I - The terms "degraded minute;:', "severe)~ errored seconds" and "errored seconds'- are used
as a convenienl and concise performance objective ··identifier". Their usage is not intended to impl~

the acceptability. or otherwise, of lhis level of performance.

NOle 2 - The one-minute intervals mentioned in Table J/G.821 and in the noles are derived by
removing unavailable time and severely errored secor,ds from the total time and then consecuti\ el~
grouping the remaining seconds into blocks of 60. The basic one-second intervals are derived from a
fixed time pattern.

NOle 3 - The time interval h. over which the percentages are to be assessed has not been specified
since the period may depend upon the application. A period of the order of an~ one month is
suggested as a reference.

NOle 4 - For practical reasons, at 64 kbit/s, a minute containing four errors (equivalent to an error
ratio of 1.04 x 10-6) is not considered degraded. However, this does not imply relaxation of the
error ratio objective of 1 . 10- 6.

Table 1. Error performance objectives for international ISDN

connections [6J.

CCIR has converted the overall end-to-end objectives of table 1 into
satellite HRDP objectives using the values for the allocation of the

performance degradation of figure 1.
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Table 2 provides for the end-to-end performance objectives for an ISDN

64 kbps circuit defined in Recommendation G.821, accompanied by the
performance objectives that an FSS HRDP has to meet when it forms part

of an HRX.

Note that classification (b) has been converted in a different way; only

the first 0.1% are treated in the way indicated above; the second half

is treated differently to "accomodate the occurrence of adverse network

conditions occasionally experienced" [6J.

! Overall end-to-end objective SateUite HRDP objectives -II Perfonnance classification (Note 4) (Note 4)i

I (a) Fewer than 10070 of I min intervals to have a bit error Fewer than 2'10 of I min intervals to have a bit error I
I

I

! (Degraded minutes) ratio worse than I x 10-6 ratio worse than I x 10 - 6

i (Notes 1,2) (Note 3) (Note 4) i

I i

(b) I Fewer than 0.2070 of I s intervals to have a bit error Fewer than 0.03070 of 1 s intervals to have a bit error I

I (Severely errored

I

ratio worse than I x 10 - J ratio worse than I x 10 - J
I seconds) i
I

I

(Note I) I
I

(c)

I
Fewer than 8070 of I s intervals Fewer than 1.6070 of I s intervals i

, I

I
(Errored seconds) to have any errors to have any errors I

(Note I) I (equivalent to 92070 error-free seconds) (equivalent to 98.4070 error-free seconds) I

Note J. - The terms "degraded minutes", "severely errored seconds" and "errored seconds" are used as a convenient and concise perfonnance
objective "identifier". Their usage is not intended to imply the acceptability, or otherwise, of this level of perfonnance.

Note 2. - The I min intervals mentioned above are derived by removing unavailable time and severely errored seconds from the total time and then
consecutively grouping the remaining seconds into blocks of 60.

Note 3. - For practical reasons, at 64 kbit/s, a minute containing four errors (equivalent to an error ratio of 1.04 x 10-6 ) is not considered
degraded. However, this does not imply relaxation of the error ratio objective of I x 10-6 •

Note 4. - Overall end-to-end and satellite HRDP perfonnance objectives are expressed in tenns of available time

Table 2. Overall end-to-end and satellite HRDP performance objectives

for international ISDN connections [7J.

2.2 Concept of availability

2.2.1 Definitions and nomenclature

The objectives stated in tables 1 and 2 are derived with respect to a

certain time period during which the satellite link is considered

available (table 2, fourth footnote).
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Link availability must be particularly taken into account in the design

of satellite transmission links which experience occassional periods of

attenuation due to precipitation which exceed the margins of the

system. This applies a fortiori to systems operating in the Ka band

[10 J.

CCIR identifies three kinds of availability [7,12J:

* propagation availability,

* equipment availability, and

* system availability.

The first kind of availability is directly rel~ted to the influence of

phenomena occurring in the propagation medium on the BER performance of

the entire transmission link. Naturally, attenuation due to

precipitation will playa major role in the propagation availability of

systems operating at higher frequencies. But interruptions caused by

interference have to be taken into account as well. Considering the

propagation effects which dominate sctellite communication systems

design above 10 GHz and considering the small number of satellites

operating the Ka band that will have been put into use next to Olympus
towards 1995, the Ka band systems to be studied will be considered

here as "propagat ion 1imited" (as opposed to II interference 1imited

systems" [7J).

Equipment availability includes satellite related effects (failure on

board, eclipse outages) and earth station related effects (equipment

failure, human error, sun transits etc.).

Propagation and equipment availability together will be called 'link

availability', which on its turn still may differ from (total) system
availability. The latter difference may occur for instance when

employing techniques such as TDMA, owing to the possible loss of

synchronization when the carrier of the signal drops below some

threshold for several seconds.
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Two approaches to determine the amount of unavailable time over a fixed

period have shown up in CCITT/CCIR recommendations so far. There has

been a "strict sense" definition which was adopted in 1982 [l1,13J, and

recently a modified version has been accepted [6,14J.
Both the 1982 CCITT/CCIR definition of unavailable time for a HRDP

forming part of an ISDN HRX and its recently issued renewal are given
below.

The 1982 CCITT/CCIR definition of unavailable time [II,13J:

A period of unavailable time starts when the BER is worse than 10-3

for a period of 10 consecutive seconds. These 10 seconds are

considered to be unavailable time. The period of unavailable time
terminates when the BER is better than 10-3.

The 1986 CCITT/CCIR definition of unavailable time [6,14J:

A period of unavailable time starts when the BER in each second is
worse than 10-3 for a period of 10 consecutive seconds. These 10

seconds are considered to be unavailable time. The period of

unavailable time terminates when the BER in each second is better than
10-3 for a period of 10 consecutive seconds. These 10 seconds are

considered to be available time.

Note that the 1982 definition identifies no statistically significant
time intervals over which the BER has to be determined: in principle it

deals with quasi-instantaneous BER figures. To the contrary, the 1986

version identifies 1 second intervals over which the BER has to be

averaged; if this average exceeds 10-3, then the corresponding second is

considered as an "outage" [12J.

SO, the 1986 definition not only splits up the entire measurement period
into an available and an unavailable part, it also fixes the time

resolution to 1 second. Besides t considering a particular BER-time
series t the amount of unavailable time calculated according to the 1986

definition will always be greater than or equal to the amount of
unavailable time calculated using the 1982 definition.
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Finally, it is noted that the 1986 definition better links up with the

concept of system availability than does the 1982 definition (which is

related to propagation availability).

Figure 2 visualizes the application of both definitions by means of an

example of a 1 second averaged BER time serie.

<BER>ls

t
2

2. 1

10-3

9
I
I

TL .1
I I

-> T
L

Figure 2. Example of a 1 s averaged BER time serie.

From this figure the amount of unavailable time calculated according to
the 1982 definition is seen to be 11 s, whereas application of the 1986

definition yields 31 s.

Remark that the way the bit error averaging process is performed has not

been specified at all by Rec. G.821. Instead of using the algorithm

prescribed by G.821 (averaging over subsequent seconds, starting at some
time origin) a 'sliding window' approach may be thought of. The time

window should be of 1 s width to seek for BER threshold crossings.

It is stressed that application of either method may lead to different

results. Note however, that the former method can be simply applied

on-line, whereas the latter one is a typical post-processing kind of

app 1i cat i on .

The difference between both definitions for available time depends on
the occurrence of outages lasting 10 s or less which are immediately
(i.e. within 10 s) preceded by an unavailable period.
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<BER>
Is

f

o

1\

T1 = total worst month time;

Pout A «BER)ls ) 10-3)

= fraction of outages;

PoutaTL
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(1' 1'\ P(tout (10 s I<SER)1s 11J-~)

= fraction of Pout, representing outages that last less than 10 s;

a. : P(tout<10 s, outage = availablel<SER>ls>10-3)
= fraction of Pout, representing available outages;

f3 1'\ P(non-outage = unavailable I<SER>ls~ 10-3)
= fraction of unavailable time, representing non-outages;

Figure 3. Subdivision of total worst month time according to each

of the given definitions. Every outage or non-outage
observed is assigned to specific shaded area.
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Outages of this kind belong to the unavailable period as well. Based on

this, the total worst month time can be subdivided in time periods, each

of which contains a certain kind of outages, see figure 3.

For the BER time serie of figure 2, the parameters introduced in figure

3 can be inferred as follows:

=

=a'

22

Tl
11

22

=2
22
14

Tl-22

In addition to the transition of a to a' , the introduction of the S

fraction clearly shows another impact of the 1986 interpretation of

unavailable time.

2.2.2 Inputs for CCIR Study Group 4

With respect to the subject of availability, the 1986 Reports and

Recommendations of CCIR contain an important inconsistency.
Recommendation 522-2 [10J, and Reports 614, 706-2 and 997 [7,12,15J

still refer to the 1982 definition of unavailable time (Rec. 579 [13J),

even though the 1986 definition has already been adopted, which can be

judged from Rec. 579-1 [14J (see Appendix B). Likewise, the fraction

related to the 1982 definition of unavailable time, has been denoted by

CCIR to be theavailability factor ll
• That is [12J

Availability factor (a')=

total time for which outages of less than 10 s duration occur
________________________ • 100%

total time for which all outages occur
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The availability factor directly refers to the "propagation

availability" of a satellite system.

- 17 -

An appropriate definition of the avaibility factor is of utmost

importance to transfer the ISDN performance objectives -stated with

respect to available time- to BER performance masks expressed in terms

of total worst month time. The latter masks are suitable to apply the
satellite HRDP objectives to link budget drafting. CCIR has derived such

masks for a single 64 kbps uncoded digital channel via satellite below
15 GHz (Report 997 [7J). However, this report uses the data and

definitions of Rep. 706-2 [12J (Appendix C), i.e. it (still) adopts the

1982 definition of unavailable time. Anticipating on the results of

paragraph 2.3.3 it is remarked that in particular the BER masks of

Report 997 do not reflect the presently renewed definition of available

time. Therefore, at first the following modified definition of the

availability factor seems to be more adequate:

Availability factor (a )=

total time for which outages of less than 10 s duration occur

which are not preceded by an unavailable period within 10 s
. 100%

total time for which all outages occur

In addition, it is suggested here to leave out the fourth note of

Rec. 579-1 [14J, since it is incorrect (Appendix B).

For reasons of consistency, the fraction 8 has to be represented

likewise: for this the following definition for an "unavailability

factor" is suggested here.
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Unavail abi 1ity factor ( 6 )=

total unavailable time for which no outages occur

total time for which no outages occur

2.2.3 Propagation availability in practice

. 100%

- 18 -

Statistical information on both factors as functions of frequency,

elevation angle and climate would be very appropriate; however, they

would also strongly depend on the implementation of the communication

system used (like modulation scheme, post detection, bandwidth etc.).
Therefore, the following approach will be more ·convenient to deal with

the availability concept:

use the conventional attenuation exceedance statistics to obtain an

approximation of a. and 6 versus Pout by interpreting an "ou tage" as
a "fade"; this means

Pout «BER>ls >10-3) := Pn(a> A)
(*)

where Pn denotes the probab:lity of attenuation level a exceeding

threshold A.

In fact, this approach has been followed implicitly in Rep. 706-2 to

provide for statistics on the currently adopted definition of the
availability factor, using:

This approach can only be justified in principle by assuming a unique

relationship <BER>ls = f(A) to transform instantaneous attenuation
levels into corresponding one second averaged BER figures.

(*) <.>T denotes the average value of the quantity over a time interval T
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This assumption holds for those cases for which:

- 19 -

* the communication system is considered to operate a 'near-ideal I

physical environment; this implies thermal noise behaviour and

absence of adjacent channel and co-channel interference;

furthermore, lSI due to multipath or equipment impairments should

have a negligible impact on the BER performance at around BER =

10-3. As far as multipath is concerned, eeIR Report 564-3 [16J

indicates that this might become important at very low elevation
angles (below 7°) for FSS applications (though at high fade

1eve1s (correspondi ng to BER) 10-3) the mult i path effect wi 11 be

masked by the thermal noise behaviour [17J).

* spectra of representative attenuation time series contain no

significant fourier components above 1 Hz. This means that

scintillation-type like phenomena could be neglected as regards
the BER sensitivity at around BER = 10-3. This indeed applies to
a certain class of systems operating at lower frequency bands

(L-band) or higher elevation angles (above 10°) or employing

larger antenna dish sizes (e.g. on the order of 10 m). But on the

other hand caution should be taken when dealing with for instance

Ka-band systems [18,19J.

Taking the assumption mentioned above, it follows that:

(3a)

(3b)

2.2.4 Specific data on propagation availability

To the best of the author's knowledge, no statistics on ~(Pn) and

B (Pn) are available yet. It is noted that present databases of
recorded attenuation time series need only to be reprocessed to obtain

the desired statistics.
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Also, some algorithm may be developed to scale a.' statistics to a.

statistics. Larsen [20J has performed some investigations in this area,

look i ng at the behavi our of a. and a.' versus Pn.

In Larsen's paper, results are given of rain attenuation measurements of

11.4 GHz (12.5° elevation), 11.8 (26.5°) and 14.5 (26.5°) GHz satellite

beacon signals, using a 3 m diameter Cassegrain antenna system placed in

Denmark. Based on these attenuation data, recorded every 0.1 s for the
worst months of 6 years, the graphs of figures 4 and 5 have been drawn.

Six attenuation thresholds were chosen; their correspondance with

monthly exceedance percentages is given in table 3.

eps = 26.5° eps = 26.5° eps = 12.5°

A dB P(a >A)% P(a >A)% P(a >A)%

11. 8 GHz 14.5 GHz 11.4 GHz

2 0.14 0.21 0.51
4 0.023 0.050 0.58
6 O. all 0.015 0.50
8 0.0060 0.0050

10 0.0033 0.00080
15 0.00070

Table 3. Selected set of attenuation thresholds corresponding to

figures 4 and 5 [20J.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of both types of available fading time versus

the total worst month time percentage during which the fading threshold

has been exceeded.
A comparison of the plots shows the significant extension of the

unavailable time period due to the adoption of the 1986 definition. This

is obviously caused by the proportion of short-term fades (i .e. less
than 10 s) which are immediately preceded (i.e. within 10 s) by an

unavailable time period.
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Figure 5 provides a plot of a and a' for the same set of conditions

related to figure 4. The a values have been calculated with the aid of

this figure. In relation to figure 5 the following observations are made
[20J:

1.a The 14.5 GHz values of a and a' are over the whole larger than the

corresponding 11.8 GHz ones and show a minimum at about 6 dB
fading. A greater contribution from scintillation at the higher
frequency may be the most appropriate conclusion.

1.b Towards the higher fade values (8-15 dB) both a and a'show a steep

increase for the 11.8 and 14.5 GHz measurements, which is most

reasonably explained by an increased number of fades that last

shorter than 10 s.

2. A comparison between the 11.8 GHz/26.5° and 11.4 GHz/12.5° curves

again provides for a strong superposition for the influence of
scintillation on the availability factor up to 6 dB fade levels.

The plots on a'of figure 5 have been included in Rep. 706-2. Paragraph

6 of that report provides for data on worst month exceedance time
periods, split up in available and unavailable parts for various

attenuation thresholds, see Appendix C.

Fukuchi and Otsu [21J have recently presented interesting results on
availability statistics at 19.5 GHz and 48° elevation, though measured

using a 13 m diameter Cassegrain antenna system and 1 s time
resolution. A comparison with Larsen's results with respect to the

influence of scintillation on availability should therefore take into
account the difference in frequency, antenna diameter (aperture

averaging), elevation angle and measurement time resolution.

Figure 6 depicts theoretically inferred scintillation spectral density

curves for both cases using the low and high fluctuation frequency

asymptotes derived by Haddon and Vilar [22J for clear sky amplitude
scintillation in case of a turbulent medium.
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Integrating the spectra from 0.01 Hz to resp. 5 and 0.5 Hz yields a

ratio of about 3.6 between total scintillation variance on Larsen's 14.5

GHz link and Fukuchi/Otsu's 19.5 GHz link. Therefore, it is not likely

that the fraction a in Fukuchi/Otsu's case will be larger on the whole

than the one derived from Larsen's results.

~,
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i
I

j
--<
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J

14.5 GHz

26.5 deg elev
3 m diam

~.

10-
3 ~ \

;- , \
I , ,

~_~!:~~:.:::: _________ ______!c(_2)__+:\
~ \ \

'~ fc( 1) = O.g! Hz, fc(2) = 0.95 Hz \,
I Kolmogorov spectrum: n = 11/3, Cn~2, = lE-l
I thin layer height = 3 km, v = 10 m/s;.., eta = 5

10- 4 L- ----'-__-'-----_L-----'---------'-------'----'-...L-J--"-----'-..L-----"------'----L----L----'-------'----~

10- 1 100 10 1

Fourier Frequency (Hz)

Figure 6. Amplitude scintillations due to turbulence.

The results of Fukuchi and Otsu can be used to get an impression of a

and 8 for thei r case. They used thei r data to deri ve contour maps of

two quantities G(P a, Pn) and H(P a, Pn). From these quantities bounds on a

and 8 can be calculated once their functional relationship with G and H

is known. Therefore, the measured quantities will be expressed in the

parameters defined in figure 3, assuming Pout = Pn:

P =a

P a
n

(l-P ) (l-B)+P a
n n

(4)
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So Pa indicates the time fraction of the available period during which
the selected attenuation threshold is exceeded.

Next

P = P (l-a)+(l-P )8
u n n (5)

where Pu indicates the unavailable fraction of total worst month time.

Figures 7 and 8 show sets of plots of the time percentage ratio G and

the time percentage deviation H versus fade level, where

P
G

a
100%= . =

P
n

• 100%
(l-P ) (l-8)+P a

n n

(6)

H =
P

u

P
n

1 -
(l-a)P +S(l-P ) ]
___n n_ .100%

P
n

(7)

The ratio G indicates the time ratio of attenuation events in available

periods to the total of events in which the attenuation threshold is

exceeded. The time percentage deviation H indicates the difference of

time percentage between the conventional attenuation statistics and the

unavailable time statistics.

The broken line in figures 7 and 8 represents the CCITT definition of

the availability duration threshold of 10 s. Contours crossing this line

for various corresponding Pn values determine the functions G and H
respectively.
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From fi gures 7 and 8 it is conc 1uded that G and IH I are both upper

bounded by the 5% contours for the attenuation range under

consideration. Then bounds can be put on ex and S by solving them from
(6) and (7) (see Appendix D):

a < ex <
G

100
P >

n

G-iHl (8a)

a < ex <
G(l-P )

n

100-GP
n

P <
n-

G-IH I

[ - llilJG 100 100

(8b)

and

a < B < P
n

G
100

IH'
+ J.:.:.l.

100
_1_G~] 'I- ioa n

1-P
n

(9)

Figure 9 depicts the upper bounds on ex and S versus the exceedance

probabi 1ity Pn. It is seen that ex ~ 5% and S:S 1% over the Pn range of

present concern.

A comparison with Larsen's results is shown in figure 10. As was

supposed earlier, the ex values in Fukuchi/Otsu's case will be at
maximum of the order of the ones in Larsen's case. This stresses the

supposition that an increase of total scintillation variance causes an

increase of availability. However, more research on this interdependance

is needed to actually determine their correlation.

2.3 Application of the ISDN performance requirements to linkbudget

make up

2.3.1 The error-causing mechanism

An important first assumption that is often used is that satellite link

performance is limited by mechanisms that are essentially random in

nature.
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This enables a Poisson or binomial distribution to be used to calculate

the probability of a given number of errors to occur in a given time

interval with a specified bit error probability (BEP). The adopted bit

error distribution is of utmost importance when dealing with limited

time periods during which a certain BEP performance has to be achieved.

A supposition of the validity of the Poisson assumption has been given
by EUTELSAT [23J. Figure 11 gives the results of their field

measurements at 11/14 GHz over a 120 Mbps looped satellite link on a

64 Kbps subchannel. The figure shows that the assumption holds for

systems corrupted by thermal noise and thermal noise plus interference.

Co-channel interference was introduced by a similar continuous 120 Mbps

carrier.

2.3.2 Translation of ISDN HRDP requirements into BEP masks

It is convenient to write the poisson cumulative probability function in

the following form [7J:

E

pee.::. E) =L
k=O

(R •T . • BEP) k
Int

k!
exp(-R·T. • BEP)

Int
(10)

with mean ).lE and vari ance a~ equa 1 to

R·T. ·BEP
Int

where

e = number of biterrors in Tint,
E = error threshold,
R = channel bitrate, and

Tint = integration time i nterva 1.
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It is noted that R·Tint refers to the total number of bits transmitted
in the observation period and that it is this block length that is the

crucial parameter for interpretation of the CCITT/CCIR recommendations
of table 2.

These recommendations are stated in terms of:

* E and P for the ES objective, and

* BERthreshold, R, Tint and P for the SES and OM objectives.

The ES objective -being a generally accepted determinant of the quality

of a digital transmission system- sets an absolute bound to the number

of tolerated errors, independent of blocksize R'.Tint, whereas the other
two do not.

Formula (10) can now be used to calculate the probability of occurrance

of a predetermined maximum number of bits in error per integration

interval Tint, taking a fixed BEP -i.e. a mean BER- during that interval

(inferred for instance from some attenuation time serie).

But, an a-priori even distribution of bit-errors in an integration

interval might be too coarse in some cases. Though Larsen [24J found no
significant difference in the ES, SES and OM percentages derived from

attenuation data at 11.8 GHz for a 64 kbps channel, assuming either an

even or a random distribution, this might not apply to higher

frequencies, multiplexed channels or coded channels. These cases will be
elaborated upon later.

Now assuming an even short-term bit error distribution for the moment,
the resulting probability for a longer time interval can be calculated

by multiplying each sample probability by the elemented percentages of

time during which the corresponding BEP is achieved and finally summing

over all noticed BEP values.

So, to calculate the percentage ES, SES or OM over an available time
period TA, appropriate values for E, P, R and Tint have to be inserted

in the following formula:
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1
P =

es I T
Ases I

dm ITA

~ [1 - P(E,R,Tint,BEP) ) 6T BEP
BEP

- 31 -

(11)

Using (11) and assuming an even distribution of bit errors over the

respective observation intervals, Pes, Pses and Pdm can be drawn as a
function of BEP, see figures 12a and 12b.

The reverse procedure -transferring the CCITT/CCIR objectives into BEP

requirements for various periods of time- is of great importance to

satellite communication systems design. It is interesting to see to what
single BEP requirement each HRDP performance objective would lead, for

an arbitrary time period within the available period.
For this, the inverse of formula (10) has been approximated using the

cumulative chi-squared distribution. Table 4 and figure 13 show the

resu lts.

ISDN HRDP objectives

R = 64 kbps Tint BEP

(a) I-P(e:;; 4) = 0.02 60 s 4.0E-7
(b) I-P(e~ 63) = 0.0003 1 s 6.3E-4
(c) I-P(e~ 0) = 0.016 1 s 2. 5E-7

Table 4. Available time satellite HRDP performance objectives
converted to theoretical upperbounds on BEP.
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From table 4 it is seen that the performance objectives (a) and (c) are
close to each other in terms of inferred BEP . By ensuring a mean

system BER for every fraction of TA according to the (c) objective,the

entire set of ISDN objectives will be met. This then yields the
following percentages for OM, SES and ES:

Pdm = 0.31% (object i ve: 2.0%)

Pses = 6.0.10-6 (objective: 3.0.10-2%)

Pes = 1. 6% (objective: 1.6%)

10210 1100

errored seconds (class. c)

10- 2 r-I---,-----,----r--,-,--r-r,..,-,-,-,----,------r--,---,-,-,,--,----,,-,r-,----r-----,-----r,----r,-,----r-

10-3 L _
r---- ----- --~ ~~~;;l~ ~-l-y- -~;:;.~-;;;d--~~ ~-~~~ d~- -(~-l-~~~~ -b)------- -- --- --------------------- --- ------------
I

; 10-'r
.E 10-5 f.-

~ I
6 i degraded minutes (class. a)

10- f------------------------- . _

IO-'r
10-

8

r·

10- 9 L ---'---_--'-----'-----'---'---L-L'--'-,--'-,__---'-_---'-------"----1,--<----'-'-,'-''-'__--'---_---'------'--,---,-,-.J''--'-~

10-1

Percentage of available time

Figure 13. Theoretical BEP upper bounds.

It is clear that such a simple flat BEP mask would be too stringent,

since for instance the amount of error bursts would be needlessly
curtailed and unrealistic high demands would be put on the performance
of the communication system.
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Therefore, shaping of the BEP mask is the appropriate solution to

closely match the allowed values. However, these BEP masks then would

still refer to an available time period TA. Consequently, a translation

of the CCITT/CCIR requirements into BEP requirements for specific

percentages of total worst month time is required first.

2.3.3 Conversion from available time to worst month time

It is important to identify how the SES classification together with the

concept of availability provides for a link between the objectives for

available time TA and for total worst month time TL • Namely, the rather

steep behaviour of the SES probability versus BEP (figure 12b) provides
for an opportunity to express the ISDN SES objective in terms of the

parameters of figure 3 with a high degree of accuracy. This can be

explained as follows.

Ideally, if a Pses(BEP) function could be assumed to be of the form:

P (BEP) = 0sesr
l

P (BEP)
ses 1 BEP > 10- 3

(12)

then (13) would hold

= =
(13)

since in that case there would be zero contribution from SES's occurring

in time periods that have BEP ~10-3, and also there would not exist any

second that would not be a SES in a time period for which BEP~ 10-3.
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It is reminded that Pses 1T denotes the probability of occurrence of SES

assessed over a time interval T (ergodicity theorem). So, Pses IT can
L

be interpreted as the fraction of total worst month time during which

SES's (= available outages) occur, and Pses ITA can be interpreted as the
fraction of available time during which outages occur. Recalling the

idea of a shaped BEP mask for specific percentages of time that has been

introduced in the previous paragraph, assumption (12) is approximately

valid if

BEP < 6E-4 or BEP > 1.2E-3 (14 )

for most of the time. Still. the actual process of shaping a BEP mask

shall involve some 'backward' calculations for verification of the

assumptions made.

Then starting from (13) Pout is replaced by Pn (assuming the condition
mentioned in paragraph 2.2.3 to apply) so that the SES objective is

expressed by

=
P ex
n

(l-P ) (1-6) +P ex
n n

< B (15)

where B: = 3.10-4 (table 2, right column).

The other ISDN classifications (a) and (c) prove to be not directly

convertible to a formula like (15), relating the objective to ex ( ex').

and Pn•
Now the relationship between total worst-month time TL and available

time TA is evident

(16)
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(17)

Looking first at expression (16), it immediately is clear that TA will

not differ too much from TL for low Pn values (high-margin systems) and
low 6 , almost regardless of the value of a (or a'; mind that the '1982'

definition of availability uses a' instead of a , and 6 = 0).
There is no doubt that adopting the '1986' definition will introduce a

sensitive dependence between total worst month time and available time.

Taking a closer look at formula (15), some other interesting

observations can be made. Fixing a and S to some appropriate value

(a ~ O,B ~ 0) will put an upper bound on the attenuation exceedance

probability Pn in order to satisfy ISDN HRDP objective (b):

B(1-6)

a (1-B) +B (1-6)

Figures 14 and 15 show plots of Pn.max versus a for various indices f3.

By setting a to zero, Pn.max takes the 100% value and causes the SES

objective to become uncoupled from the other objectives (there no longer

is a real upper bound on Pn). For a= 100% and 6= 0% Pn.max equals the
SES objective. Furthermore, it is seen that Pn.max is relatively

i nsens it i ve to vari at ions of 6 , for 6 rangi ng from 0% to 20%.

In general, it is observed that aand 6 have opposite effects on Pn.max:

i ncreas i ng a wi 11 counteract the effect of a decreas i ng 6 and vi ce

versa.

For digital satellite systems operating belOW 15 GHz, eeIR selected 10%

for the availability factor a' from a set of measured values ranging from

3-10% [12J. It has been noted before that eeIR still uses this parameter
a I for the availability factor instead of the more appropriate

parameter a representing the latest definition of availability.
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Following the CCIR approach, a will be temporarily replaced by a' and 6

will be set to zero in formula (17). Then judging from the general

behaviour of Pn.max as a function of a' (of course again depicted by
figures 14 and 15) the 10% value for a' clearly represents a worst case

choice from the 3-10% values. It corresponds to a Pn.max of about 0.3%.

So a short-term BEP equal to 10-3 for 0.2% of the worst month will be
convenient to assure compliance with the G.821 SES objective and still

allow for some SES contribution from the 99.8% of total worst month time

that has a BEP~ 10-3. This point of the mask will be called the
'short-term breakpoint'.

Having set this, both remaining objectives can be converted to various

long-term breakpoints. Of course, this conversion is not unique: some
'trade-off l between the settings for the long-term breakpoints is

possible to represent the performance behaviour of real systems. CCIR

has determined four different BEP performance masks which are shown in

figure 16 [7J. Each of them globally reflects the performance

characteristics of a specific satellite link. CCIR shaped the masks to

meet the ISDN requirements for a HRDP.

In deriving the A- and D-masks the CCIR aim was to invoke only two

breakpoints per mask. Mask C reflects a system that is limited almost by
rain attenuation (i.e. above 10 GHz). Such a system will typically show

a low BEP (10-8 ) for as short a time as possible (89%). Fixing the

long-term BEP breakpoint at 10-7 leads to the A-mask design. The B-mask

allows the highest possible long-term BEP. An additional breakpoint has

been included to more closely model system performance in those

situations where there is little rain attenuation or where the system is

interference limited.

All four necessarily have the 0.2% breakpoint in common. CCIR
particularly recommends the D-mask striking a compromise between the

requirements of propagation limited systems and interference limited

systems [10J.

Figure 17 views the C- and D-masks together with the theoretically
inferred flat BEP mask corresponding to objective (c) of table 4 on a

lin-log scale.
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Figure 17. Comparison of CCrR BEP masks and single theoretical upper
bound.

Taking the O-mask as an example, the ES, SES and OM percentages for

available time and total worst month time can be determined as follows.
The O-mask breakpoints are:

* 0.2% 1E-3

* 2 % 1E-6

* 10 % 1E-7

which is based on

* Pn = 0.2%
* ex I = 10 %

then the ratio between available time TA and total worst month time TL
becomes:
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0.9982

indeed close to 1, as was expected before for low Pn and 8 = O.

Performing an integration of the complement of (10) along the mask

function BEP(P) with the appropriate sets {E, R, Tint}, and finally
adding an additional term to include the SES (that are ES and DM
also),contributed from those periods that have a BEP in excess of 10-3

but are still available, yields the desired percentages for available

time:

r

l IP
j

I-P(E,R,T. ,BEP(Pj) dp + P a' (18)
i = J nes I lnt

ses 1
I

dm iTA mask

To obtain the corresponding worst month percentages, a contribution to

the result of (18) has to be made, obtaining

P (I-a')
n

Pes + j [1-P(E,R,Tint,I)) dp

ses
dm TA 0

(19)

The results of (18) and (19) for the D-mask have been put in table 5.

Elaborating (18) as regards the SES percentage for available time, it

appears that
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Performance

1. 87

1. 56

0.024

Available time (%)

2.05

1. 74

0.204

Objectives

Degraded Minutes

Errored Seconds
Severely Errored Seconds

I
Total time (%) I

r------------+-------11--------
I
I
I
I

Table 5. Performance of D-mask for available time and total time.

r

J l 1-P(63,64E3,1,8EP(P)) JdP = 0.0037

as opposed to

0.2 96

r
1-P(63,64E3,1,1) JdPj ( - P a' = 0.020

n

0.18%

which validates the use of (15) as an accurate tool for BEP mask design.

2.3.4 Determination of required minimum dynamic range

Now having two or three breakpoints per mask to be complied with, it has

to be clarified which one actually determines the system margin to be
required.
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This of course will depend on the attenuation levels that will be

exceeded for the time percentages corresponding to the breakpoints. From

Larsen [20J a piecewise linear QPSK modem performance characteristic is

adopted here to serve as an example. see figure 18. For this modem. a

clear-sky BEP of 10-7 7 is assumed. the latter value being close to the

value for planned multiservice satellite systems. The modem is supposed

to lose lock at a fade level of 7.2 dB (equivalent to C/N = 9.8 dB).
where it is assumed that the BEP = 0.5. The CCITT BEP threshold of 10-3

corresponds to a 6.5 dB fade.

linearized

C/N (dB)

Figure 18. Typical linearized and idealized BEP versus C/N curves for

QPSK modulation scheme.

For comparison, the fi9ure also shows the idealized QPSK performance

curve for B.Ts = 0.6, Ts being the channel symbol duration and B the
noise equivalent system bandwidth. Now considering the C- and

D-performance masks of figure 16. the difference in required C/N at the

input of the earth station demodulator to achieve BEP's of 10-7 and 10-3

is about 5.5 dB. In general this will be larger than the corresponding

expected fade levels difference between 10% and 0.2% of the worst month

at Ku band which is about 4.3 dB, see figures 19 and 20.
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In these figures both C and 0 masks together with a typical worst month

cumulative attenuation curve have been drawn.

The attenuation curve (index A(P n)) applies to a fictive groundstation

in Redu, Belgium (50 oN, 5.1°E) operated at 12.5 GHz [16,25,26,27]. The

BEP performance masks have been converted to C/N performance masks to be

achieved at the input of the demodulator (indicated by the index

[C/N]dem.(Pn)). The linearized modem performance depicted in figure 18

has been used for this conversion. Now, the minimum clear sky C/N value
at the input of the demodulator has to be determined that is suitable to

overcome the expected fade at each breakpoint. This process turns out to

be a graphical shift of a performance mask downwards the ordinate until

it finally hits the attenuation curve for the first time. This point of

contact then determines the minimum system margin required to satisfy

the CCITT recommendations.

For the C- and D-masks under consideration, the minimum dynamic ranges

will be 7.5 and 6.2 dB respectively. In view of these results it is
likely that for systems operating in the Ku band, the constraining part

of the C- and D-masks in the case of a non-coded satellite link will be
the long-term BEP breakpoint. These results do not apply in case of a

coded link [23] or at higher carrier frequencies. The former case will
be treated in paragraph 2.4.3; an example of the latter case is given in

figures 21 and 22 which show that for Ka band the short term breakpoint

will provide for the design objective for this system (the frequencies

12.5 GHz, 19.77 GHz and 29.66 GHz correspond to the beacon frequencies
of ESA's Olympus satellite).

2.3.5 New results on propagation availability applied to satellite link

design

In the previous paragraph the factor a' in stead of a was inserted

in formula (14). A conservative value of 10% was assigned to a', and 8
was set to zero to reflect the CCIR assumptions [12]. Now the superseded

parameter a' is replaced by the more appropriate parameter a .

Based on the results of paragraph 2.2.4, a is set to 5% and 8 to 1%
which yields a Pn.max of 0.6% (figure 14). It is remarked that Pn.max is
relatively insensitive to variations in 8 for 8 smaller than, say, 20%

(e.g. a= 5% and B= 10% yields Pn.max = 0.5%).
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Applying the same 33% margin that CCIR uses in Report 997 (Pn.max =
0.3%, Pn = 0.2%) Pn is set to 0.4%. Comparing this with figure 16, the

short-term breakpoint shared by all masks will move to the right. This

on its turn will change the position of the other breakpoints for each

model; relaxing the short-term BEP constraint will put a stronger

constraint on the long-term breakpoints in general.
Once more taking the O-mask as an example, its long-term breakpoints

will be kept in their position whereas the short-term breakpoint will be
put at {0.4%, 10-3}.For this mask, which will be called the 02-mask, the
ES, SES and OM performances for available time have been tabulated in

table 6.

02-mask

Breakpoints SES % O~ % ES %

0.02 0.02 0.02

0.4% lE-3

0.00513 1. 48 0.830

2.0% lE-6

0.0 0.215 0.147

10 % lE-7

0.0 0.00455 0.574

Tota 1 0.025 1.72 1. 57

Objective 0.03 2 1.6

Table 6. Performance of 02-mask for available time.

According to table 6, the 02-mask satisfies the CCIR HROP objectives.
Comparing the D2-mask with the O-mask (tables 5 and 6) it is seen that

the O-mask has a significant worse performance in terms of OM, whereas

for the other two classifications an almost equal performance is
achieved.
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The values for a and S just used have been derived to serve as

upperbounds for a typical case (19.5 GHz frequency, 48° elevation, 13 m

antenna, 1 s time resolution).

If now both a and S are set to 1%, Pn.max becomes 3% (!). Setting Pn to
2% for instance will cause the first long-term breakpoint of the 0- and

D2-masks to be crossed. Calculations have shown that simply omitting
this breakpoint and preserving the second one at {10%, 1O- 7 } ~Ji 11

violate the objectives. After some trial and error it was concluded that
some drastic reshaping is necessary to again comply with the ISDN HRDP

objectives, which resulted in the D3-mask design of table 7.

D3-mask

Breakpoints SES OM ES

0.02 0.02 0.02

2%, 1E-3

0.00865 1. 42 0.931

5%, IE-8

0.0 0.0 0.0608

Tota 1 0.029 1.44 1. 01

Objective 0.03 2 1.6

Table 7. Performance of D3-mask for available time.

In deriving the D3-mask the aim was to seek for a second breakpoint that

has the following properties:

* highest BEP <10- 3,

* highest exceedance >2%, and

* not invoking a third breakpoint.
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Figure 23 presents the 02- and D3-masks next to the CCIR D-mask, whereas

table 8 provides for an extended set of linkbudget data for each of the

three masks. It is observed that a substantial reduction of minimum

dynamic range is achieved for lower values of the availability factor

(a< 10%) and low values of the unavailability factor (8< 10%). In view

of this, the CCIR statement "For the model concerned ... " (i.e. one of

the proposed CCIR masks A-D) "... a much lower value of propagation

availability factor, i.e. 1-2%, would only result in a marginal increase
in the short-term breakpoint" [12, p. 71J is highly questionable.

I
Mask Breakpoint [C/NJdem Attenuation (worst month) I

I
12. 5GHz l 19. 77GHz l 29.66GHzl

I I I
dB dB I dB I dB I

I I I
I I I

0.2%, 1E-3 10.5 4.01 I 11.1 I 19.4 I--
0 2 %, 1E-6 14.7 1. 34 I 3.96 I 6.50 I

10 %, 1E-7 16.0 0.67 I 2.15 I 3.25 I
I I I

minimum dynamic range required 6.2 I 11.1 I 19.4

0.4%, 1E-3 10.5 2.90 8.15 14.0
02 2 %, 1E-6 14.7 1. 34 3.96 6.50--

10 %, 1E-7 16.0 0.67 2.15 3.25

minimum dynamic range required 6.2 8.2 14.0

Table 8. Linkbudget data for 0-, 02- and D3-masks.

The design constraints of the masks have been underlined.
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D3

minimum dynamic range required

Table 8. (Cont'd)

2.3.6 Concluding remarks

10.5
17.4

- 51 -

I
1. 34 3.96 I 6.50

0.89 2.73 I 4.29

1
7.8 9.6 I 11. 2

The concept of communication link availability, above 10 GHz driven by

propagation phenomena, is of major concern, in particular in the area of

FSS ISDN connections via satellite. So~e important CCITT requirements

referring to this are not firm, yet. Several CCIR Study Group 4

documents reporting about this topic are not consistent with each other,

either.

Effort has to be put into the establishment of well parametrized BEP

masks to apply the CCITT ISDN requirements to various present and future
digital satellite links. For this, a new kind of propagation analysis

will be required in order to apply the 11986' definition of available
time, which may lead to BEP masks that may differ considerably from the

ones that are currently reported.

2.4 Extension of ISDN satellite performance requirements

2.4.1 Higher transmission rates

The error performance objectives specified by CCIR and CCITT relate to

the 64 kbps channel level. In view of the proposed wideband digital

transmission experiments at 20/30 GHz [28J, it is necessary to consider

how these objectives can,be translated to higher transmission rates.

Straight forward application of the results from paragraph 2.3.2 to the

ISDN Primary Rate for the European PCM system (2.048 Mbps) yields the

single BEP requirements shown by table 9. It appears that applying a
higher transmission rate results in BEP requirements for OM and SES that

are of the same order of magnitude as those for a 64 kbps rate (table

4) •
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Converted ISDN HRDP objectives

R= 2.048 Mbps Tint BEP

(a) 1 - P(e~ 123) = 0.02 60 s 8.3E-7
(b) 1 - P(e:;; 2047) = 0.0003 1 s 9.3E-4
(c) 1 P(e~ 0) = 0.016 1 s 7. 9E-9

- 52 -

Table 9. Available time satellite HRDP performance objectives

for the European Primary Rate converted to theoretical
upperbounds on BEP.

This could be expected since both objectives are coupled to the

transmission rate.

However, the BEP bound for classification (c) derived here lies two

orders of magnitude below the one for the 64 kbps case. It is again this
bound among the other two that would provide for the strongest

constraint for linkbudget make up. It would result in BEP performance

masks that lie well below the ones depicted in figure 16. Consequently,
a substantial increase of equipment cost might be expected this way. It

is therefore likely that the typical ES level for the Primary Rate will

be based on specific ISDN applications and customer needs, as well as on

practical technical limitations and costs of satellite systems [23J.

In addition, it may be necessary to establish additional performance

classifications, such as degraded deci-minutes for video conference
applications [23J, or errored milli-seconds in case of significant

contribution of scintillation above 1 Hz fluctuation frequency.

In one of the preceeding sections the assumption of Poisson bit error

arrivals was adopted according to a single testcase for a 64 Kbps
subchannel. This may apply generally as long as separately identifiable

64 kbps subchannels are considered. However, perhaps a more bursty type

of error distribution is likely to apply with different TDMA frame
formats, or when using the proposed wideband continuous transmission

schemes.
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In addition, a loss of synchronization may occur when a long error burst

is encountered. For TDMA systems this will involve an increase of the

unavailable period due to system unavailability during re-alignment.

Consequently, the BER performance at the high rate (satellite link) may

not match the performance at the end-user bit rate [23J.

Finally, it should be noted that even for the 'normal I 64 kbps operated

link there is still not sufficient evidence for the Poisson assumption

to apply in the majority of cases.

2.4.2 Channel coding

Attention has been paid to the error contribution on digital satellite

links, in particular propagation limited systems operating between 10

and 15 GHz, in either continuous or burst mode at various transmission

rates. However, a certain kind of channel coding is also applied to most
of the present-day systems in order to provide for another performance

parameter to improve the flexibility of system optimization. But
application of in particular forward error correcting algorithms (FEC)

to the digital channel causes correlation between the bit errors to
arise. The bit error distribution will then depart from the Poisson law,

which has been shown by EUTELSAT simulation experiments [23J. The error
clustering effect is visualized in figure 24 by comparing the

distribution of error free intervals in the coded and uncoded case. The

degree of departure on the type of coding and multiplexing schemes used.

Figures 25a and 25b result from the EUTELSAT experiments clearly showing

the impact of FEC on the ES, SES and DM performance of a 64 Kbps

subchannel. These measurements were conducted on a EUTELSAT 120 Mbps

TDMA traffic terminal operated in burst mode and looped IF where noise

was added. A 64 Kbps pseudo-random sequence was generated by a BER

analyzer. The system was employed with rate 7/8 Base-Chaudhuri

Hocquenghen (BCH) FEC coding.
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Based on the results of the simulation experiments, the following

conclusions were drawn [23J:

1. Using FEC (block/convolutional) causes errors to exhibit a bursty

distribution; this distribution may be mathematically modelled by

expansion of the Poisson distribution.

2. Both DM and ES probabilities are affected in the FEC system, the

former being slightly greater and the latter being less than that
in a non-FEC system observing the same average BER. The SES

probability shows no great difference for both systems.

3. The differences observed may decrease when the satellite link
multiplexes a number of channels.

4. Systems that employ rate 7/8 BCH FEC encoding at Ku-band which are

designed according to the D performance mask of CCIR meet the C

mask in practice.

Of course, it is conclusion 4 from which the impact on the minimal

dynamic range of a real satellite transmission system can be inferred.
Considering the examples depicted by figures 19 and 20, the minimum

dynamic range for the C-mask will be 7.6 dB, whereas the D-mask requires

only 6.2 dB for an uncoded link at 12.5 GHz, the long-term BEP

breakpoints (11% and 10% resp.) serving as design constraints. Employing

a BCH 7/8 code [29J yields 4.6 dB and 4.4 dB respectively, the 11%

breakpoint still serving as the constraint for the C-mask. However, for
the D-mask the 2% breakpoint will be the constraint now, see table 10.

Mind that the data presented in this table reflect the linearized modem

performance curve considered before. Eutelsat [23J showed that for
systems using BCH 7/8 PEC at Ku band the short-term {0.2%, 1O-3 }

breakpoint is likely to be the design constraint. Therefore, although

conclusion 4 does not undermine CCIR Rec. 614, it is concluded that
model C is more suitable that the D-mask is more suitable to demonstrate

compliance with CCITT Rec. G.821.
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I I
Mask Breakpoint [C/N ]dem codingl attenuat i on (worst-month) I

gain 12.5 GHz

dB dB dB

0.2%, 1E-3 10.5 2.63 4.01
C 5 %, 1E-7 16.1 4.70 0.89

11%, 1E-8 17.4 5.60 0.65

minimum dynamic range required 4.6

0.2%, 1E-3 10.5 2.63 4.01
D 2 %, 1E-6 14.7 3.80 1. 34--

11%, 1E-7 16.0 4.60 0.67

minimum dynamic range required 4.4

Table 10. Linkbudget data for C- and D-masks in case of a BCH 7/8

FEC employed. The design constraints of the models have

been underlined.

2.5 Suggestions for ISDN research topics

To resume, figure 26 outlines the possible system configurations under

study in this note, and the particular configuration for which BER
performance masks have been derived to comply with the ISDN performance

objectives. Note that the ISDN HRDP performance is measured at the

output of the demultiplexer whereas the BEP masks considered before are

defined with respect to the output of the demodulator.

With respect to the considerations made in previous paragraphs, the

following topics of research are proposed for Ku and Ka band:
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1. Assessment of the applicability of the Poisson bit error

distribution to channels employing various transmission rates and

multiplexing schemes without FEe usage.

2.a Provision for new appropriate propagation availability

statistics: collection of information on the suggested new

availability and unavailability factors suggested in paragraph
2.2.2 versus attenuation exceedance percentage for different

elevation angles and antennas in various climates.

2. b Veri fi cat i on of the assumpt i on a (P n) = a (Pout) and S (P n) =
S (Pout) for various test environments (e.g. various climates and

mOdem-types).

3. Re-examination of the existing performance classifications for a

single uncoded 64 kbps channel to higher order uncoded TOM

channels (e.g. scaling of the ES objective, extension of the set

of class ifi cat ions with "degraded deci -mi nute or "errored mi 11 i

second" objectives).

4. Development and verification of new BER performance models for

worst month to comply with the ISDN objectives for various
representative ISDN configurations (based on outcomes of topics

1-3) .

5. Establishment of criterias for the transfer of parameters, used

to implement a satellite communications system, into results to
be expected from G.821 measurement.

All of the topics, except for the second one, are deemed to lead to pure

communication-type of experiments. The second topic will involve

propagation measurements as well.
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3. STORED CHANNEL SIMULATION A PROMISING ALTERNATIVE

- 61 -

3.1 Methods for analysis of BER performance of a digital satellite
communications link.

Throughout the foregoing, various approaches have shown up to assess the

performance of a digital satellite link in order to verify its
compliance with Rec. G.821. They can be categorized in principle into

four main groups, ranging from a pure analytical approach - deriving

lower bounds on system performance - to full scale experiments where the

actual system performance is tested on a real satellite link.

Group 1 - Theoretical performance assessment [7,10J

Determination of the required dynamic range from the predefined BEP
performance models of CCIR Rep. 997 and appropriate worst month

attenuation COF'S.

Properties * easy to handle

* possibly too pessimistic
* limited validity

- below 15 GHz transmission frequency

- single 64 kbps channels

- no channel coding

Group 2 - Attenuation data processing [20J

Conversion of nearly instantaneous fade recordings into corresponding
BER values via some suitable modem characteristic. Next, conversion of

BER values to ES, SES, and OM and comparison with G.821 requirements.

Properties: * flexible prediction method

* limited validity due to idealization by
conversion model and quality of fade recordings

* elaborate computations
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Group 3 - Channel simulation
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Real communication hardware is looped at IF at which staqe white

Gaussian noise is added. Additional modules may be inserted in the

loup to closely represent the behaviour of a typical channel.

Experiments are performed using pseudo-random bit sequences generated by
a bit error analyser.

General properties:

* reality may be approximated as close as possible
* controlled laboratory environment with high repeatability

* the simulated channel can be made to behave stationary, so that
long peri ods of measurement may be used to 'i ncrease measurement

accuracy (modern tests at low error rates)

* channel conditions can be reproduced which exceed the range (e.g.

C/N) which can normally be expected from a real link

* any channel condition can be selected immediately (100% experiment

avai 1abi 1ity)

This group can be subdivided into three sUbgroups:

3A - Synthetic simulation [5,23,30J

The loop message signal is affected in real-time by programmed

hardware, such as a fade generator, Doppler shifter or multipath
simulator. The program basically acts according to postulated statistics

of characteristic channel parameters.

Properties: * need for accurate knowledge of channel statistics

beforehand
* the amount of equipment required increases with the

number of channel phenomena to be included in the

simulation process.
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3B - Stored Channel simulation [5,32,33J
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Typical channels are probed using a single unmodulated signal

(e.g. from a satellite beacon). The received signal is split into

in-phase and quadrature components which are directly recorded in
digital form. During simulation, both signal components are replayed

and appropriately mixed with a clean communication signal from a modem.
This may be accomplished by using a single link simulator set-up; for

instance, if the satellite down link can be considered to dominate
overall link performance, then this approach will certainly suffice.

However, for 20/30 GHz communication applications with relatively small

antenna dishes (3-6 m diameter, no uplink power control) two stored

channels put in cascade will perhaps be more appropriate.

Properties: * simple hardware circuitry, both at IF and baseband

* no detailed statistical knowledge of the channel
required beforehand

* close to reality

3C - Simulation by Stored Channel parameters [34J

This approach is a (baseband) variant of alternative 3B. Instead of
straightforward recording of in-phase and quadrature components, typical

parameters are extracted from these components, e.g. by using a tapped

delay line whose time varying tap gains are recorded.

During simulation, the IF loop signal is routed through an equivalent
equalizer, its taps being driven by the replayed signals.

Properties: * no detailed statistical knowledge of channel required

beforehand

* additional baseband signal processing hardware/software

required

* close to reality
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Group 4 - Field trials [3J
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This approach involves the establishment of at least two fully equipped

communication terminals, with which experiments are done using a

satellite transponder. Adjustments to terminal hardware should be

possible to allow optimization of link performance during the
experiments.

Properties: * full scale equipment required

* limited experiment availability

* limited hardware flexibility

3.2 Advantages of the Stored Channel approach for communications
experiments

Considering the proposed research topics outlined in paragraph 2.6, it

is concluded that a vast majority of the corresponding communication
experiments demand for

1. Significant slots of uninterrupted measurement time to performe

accurate statistical analysis (periods of the order of one month

are preferred by CCITT [6J),

2. A total dynamic range large enough to cover both the expected

propagation phenomena and a representative BER range which is

suitable for various communication schemes, and

3. A time resolution sufficient for analysis and development of ISDN
HRDP performance objectives (i.e. less than 1 second by

preference).

Elaborating on the first demand it should be noted that in fact several

years of continuous field measurements would be required to obtain
statistically reliable results. Combining this with the second and third

demand, such a long-term experiment would yield a large amount of data
each month, containing only a few interesting event periods.
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For example, only 11% of the worst month would be of direct interest if

CCIRls C-performance mask would apply. This would be even less in case
forward error correcting is used.

Adding to this the limited and rather costly amount of satellite

transponder time available for such an experiment, including the

requirement for long-term stable satellite conditions and still
stressing the close-to-reality character, a transfer towards the Stored

Channel approach introduced in the previous paragraph might offer the

following perspectives:

* controlled, reproducible test conditions,

* recordings can be combined for a standard test tape,
* no operational channel required, and

* reduction and simplification of equipment.

Concerning the last perspective, in particular the basic form of Stored

Channel simulation (alternative 38 of the previous paragraph) seems to

offer good chances. It is therefore worthwhile to have a closer look at

its principles.

3.3 Principles of Stored Channel simulation

The Stored Channel approach can be split into a channel probing part and

a channel simulation part. Its general concepts will be treated

hereafter, including identification of areas of special attention. All

parameters that will be introduced include a time dependence, so for

reasons of clearity this dependence will be omitted in the formulas.

Channel probing part

looking at figure 27, a general lay-out of a stored channel receiver is

showed which will be used to describe the probing process.
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A stable continuous carrier wave ~ is transmitted by the satellite,

having the general form

;:: (20 )

where we is some slowly varying angular frequency (e.g. due to

osci llator drift) and rT is the complex envelope of x
T

representing the

distortion introduced by the satellite hardware:

Having propagated through the medium a signal x
R

given by

is received,

(21 )

Re (22)

where f Rdenotes the contaminated complex signal envelope, VR denotes a

complex interference envelope and wDrepresents the instantaneous shift

of the frequency spectrum due to Doppler effects.

The received signal is amplified, down converted to some suitable IF and

the heterodyned to baseband by a final local oscillator at frequency w10

and phase <PIa to obtai n the combi ned signal, or

z = Re[ARexpj (w t+<P )]z e
(23 )

for which
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=

To simplify the results (without loss of generality), the net frequency
drift and phase jitter of all local oscillators of the groundstation

involved has been described to one arbitrary local oscillator.

From (23) the I and the Q components can be derived, viz.

(24)

Next, both components are appropriately filtered, amplified and output

to the recording unit.

Channel simulation part

Figure 28 depicts a typical lay-out of a Stored Channel simulator

[31,33J. The simulator can be functionally decomposed into four parts

which have been identified in this figure:

1. a modulation unit,

2. a demodulation unit,

3. a simulator body, and

4. a peripheral part.

The simulator body may be further decomposed into three units:
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3.1 a signal degradation unit,

3.2 a noise addition unit, and

3.3 an amplification unit.

The peripherical part contains three units, viz.:

- 70 -

4.1 a signal and noise analysis unit (spectrum analyser, power

meter etc.),

4.2 a control unit (computer, attenuator, drivers etc.), and

4.3 a data handling unit (BER/G.821 analyzer).

A modem provides for some modulated IF signal, its message being

generated by the data analysis unit, which is routed through the signal

degradation unit. The next unit adds white Gaussian noise to adjust the

signal's C/N. Finally, after further amplification the signal arrives at

the input of the demodulator.

It's the signal degradation unit (part 3.1) that plays a dominant role

in the stored channel simulator since this unit affects the modem signal

by the channel phenomena recorded previously. Bypassing this unit (by

means of a short-circuit) yields a pure Gaussian noise channel.

Figure 29, views the principle lay-out of the Stored Channel module. The

recorded in-phase and quadrature components are taken from the recording
unit, converted in analog form and mixed with the heterodyned modem

signal. Finally, both branches are combined and the resulting signal is

output to the noise addition unit. This process can be mathematically

described as follows.
The I and Q signals are recovered from the recording units and mixed up
to IF by the heterodyned message signal m, for which

rn = 2a cos(w t+¢ )
rn rn rn

= 2Re [A expjw t]
rn rn

= 2Re[I +jQ ] (25)
rn rn
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where

- 72 -

1
m

~ =

lA !cos(w t+arg[A ])
ill m m

IA Isin(w t+arg[A ])
m m m

and the signal s that is finally output by the Stored Channel module
will be of the form

s =

(26)

It is seen that the Stored Channel signal. represented by AR • Wz
and ¢e' effectuates an AM. PM and FM type of modulation on the message

signal.
At the entrance of the demodulator a signal s + n will be present. n
representing the wideband gaussian noise to simulate a communication

recei ver front-end noi se as we 11 as sky noi se enteri ng the termi na1 IS

antenna.

Points of attention

The pr'inciple of Stored Channel recording and replay itself being quite

straightforward, an overview of areas of special attention might be

worthwile to give in advance as an introduction to chapter 4 which will

deal in detail with the technical and economical feasibility of the

concept at 12. 20 and 30 GHz.
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1. Satellite part

- 73 -

One of the principle advantages of the method under consideration as

regards the satellite part is that there is no need for real

communication bandwidth occupancy in a satellite transponder. This does

not exclude the possibility of uplinking a continuous C.W. to the

satellite t routing it through a transponder and downlinking it to the

receiver. In that case all up- and downlink related phenomena t including
some transponder induced effects t would be included in the simulation.

This approach was followed during the experiments in the framework of

the PROSAT-project of ESA [5J concerning mobile-satellite
communications. During the PROSAT project t stored channel recordings

were made at L-band using the MARECS-A satellite to downlink the carrier

received from Villafranca station (Spain). Recordings were mainly made

at nighttime t since then a demand for a high downlink E.I.R.P. could be

complied with (low transponder loading for communications).

Still t the most simple and cheap arrangement would be to use a satellite

beacon whenever present. Then measurements could take place without the

need of having a feeder link and the need to reserve transponder time.

Furthermore t the measurements could take place at any time having a well
known t relatively pure t carrier at one's disposal. In that case it would

be the characteristics of the channel itself that would be record~dt

apart from some (tolerated) distortion and noise contribution introduced

by the hardware involved.

Taking the latter approach to be worked with t the qualitative
requirements for the satellite part will be

* to transmit a stable continuous C.W. of high spectral purity with

sufficient E.I.R.P., and

* to select a representative polarization orientation.

The real configuration will suffer from master-oscillator drift, phase

noise, transients caused by other satellite hardware and Doppler shifts
caused by the motion of the satellite itself. These effects may partly

mask the channel induced phenomena and will put an initial burden on the

overall specifications of the receiving hardware.
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2. Channel Part
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It is the behaviour of the channel that is to cause the dominant

distortion of and noise contribution to the transmitted signal. So this

part should mainly dictate the specifications of the receiver, such as

dynamic range and post detection bandwidth.

Above 10 GHz, the factors which affect a communication channel in the
earth atmosphere are [35J:

* Transmitting and receiving antenna characteristics,

* Atmospheric hydrometeors (rain, fog, snow etc.),

* Absorption lines located at some portion of frequency bands due

to polarized molecules (02, H20, etc.), .

* Atmospheric turbulences,

* Variation in index of refraction with frequency, and

* Variations in index of refraction with height.

The combined effects due to these factors include attenuation,

depolarization, amplitude and phase scintillations, decrease of
coherence bandwidth, temporal Doppler frequency spread (coherence time),

interference, ray refraction and beam spread.
Since the stored channel concept involves the probing of a small

frequency band to represent a possibly wide communication band during

simulation, this will require the channel to exhibit its phenomena in a

non-frequency selective way. This means that there should be negligible

differential amplitude and phase distortion over the communication

frequency band aimed at. Of course, the actual tolerances will be set by

an assessment of the sensitivity to this selectivity of the particular

modems used during the simulation runs.

3. Receiver part

The receiver should have a representative antenna to reflect a real

communication receiving terminal in terms of pointing errors,

scintillation, multipath and other effects.

The terminals used in the PROSAT project were equipped with small low

gain (2 dB) omnidirectional antennas which are foreseen to be

implemented in future commercial mobile-satellite systems.
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To simulate fixed satellite service (FSS) systems, larger dishes (2-13 m

diameter) are to be thought of, which should be placed at representative
locations.

The receiver itself should not contribute more noise to the received

signal as compared to the noise contributions of the satellite hardware,

for this noise will act multiplicatively on the simulation signal (cf.
equation (26)). Consequently, a sufficiently high C/N ratio is required
continuously in both I and Q branches depicted in figure 27. Again, the

thresholds will be set according to the amount of extra BER degradation

that will be tolerated during simulation.
Likewise, all receiver hardware should impose negligible (extra)

distortion on the received signal before it wil) be recorded. However,
here the tolerances should be set in accordance with real communications

receiver hardware.

4. The Simulator

In analogy to the recording process, the process of recovering the

stored channel should be performed with negligible introduction of extra

distortion or noise contribution. The simulation itself should be able
to operate at a suitably wide span of C/N-ratios and should not impose

any bandwidth limitations on the communication hardware to be tested.

3.4 Application of Stored Channel simulation to pure propagation

experiments

In the previous paragraph the convenience of using a satellite beacon

payload instead of the communication payload for stored channel

applications was pointed out. Thus, provided that during the probing

process enough effort has been put into preserving as many of the
channel characteristics as possible, there is high quality propagation
data available stored onto some medium and instantaneous amplitude and

phase values can be recovered in absolute sense. Of course, most

propagation analyses using a stored channel will involve special data
handling beforehand (such as filtering).
This sharing of resources by propagation and communication oriented
missions already showed up in the past during ESA's PROSAT project.
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4. Assessment of feasibility of the Stored Channel concept for
communication and propagation experiments at 12. 20 and 30 GHz

4.1 Olympus communication and propagation experiments planned in
Europe.

4.1.1. Description of the communication experiments scenario proposed by
GECO/STR and summary of technical requirements.

Two special experiments have been proposed by STR to the GECO for

verification of CCITT's Recommendation G.821 as regards the inclusion of

a 20/30 GHz satellite hop in an ISDN connection, using different

transmission rats and (adaptive) channel coding schemes.

Outline of experiment 9A: ISDN performance evaluation

Experiment 9A [3J may be generally characterized as a joint BER and fade

characteristics measurement. For the latter, a cooperation with the

Danish P&T is planned for propagation measurement support.
The latter has already installed 20/30 GHz radiometers and beacon
receivers in the framework of OPEX. The results will merely serve as a

calibration for a ISDN parameter transfer model that has been developped

by STR [36J. This software tool is designed to predict link performance

in terms of the G.821 classifications, using attenuation time series and

a suitable modem BEP characteristic, i.e. the 'attenuation data

processing' approach which has been reviewed in paragraph 3.2. The

actual experiment on the Olympus links will be preceded by some
preliminary runs using the Scandinavian TELE-X satellite (12/14 GHz).

9A experiment key features

* transmission rates: 64 Kbps &2.048 Mbps

* antenna diameter (Tx, Rx): 2 m (under reservation)

* QPSK modems (under reservation)
* switchable FEC
* max. transp. BW: 1.5 MHz (approx.)
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* BER time resolution: 1 s (higher resolutions are under consideration)

* total measurement time: 1 to 1.5 month continuously

Outline of experiment lOA: Adaptive channel coding

Experiment lOA [3J is dedicated to the use of adaptive FEC (AFEC) as a

fade counter measure. The system will be dimensioned for a BER = 10-6 at

the receiver during clear sky conditions on both links. In this
situation no FEC will be used. The system will continuously monitor the

up- and downlink channel conditions and automatically introduce FEC when

a deterioration appears. Information about this change will be

distributed between the relevant parts of the system. The transmission

rate will be kept constant (64 Kbps), so the fade counter measure will

be introduced at the expense of a reduced information rate.

It is the aim to optimize the vital hardware parts, such as coder,

decoder and control units, by software means before building the
prototypes. The system performance will be evaluated against Rec. G.82l.

IDA Experiment key features

* transmission rate: 64 Kbps

* antenna diameter (Tx, Rx): 2 m (under reservation)

* QPSK modems

* FEC: adaptive, BCH code (some RS variant)

Operational set-up for 9A/IOA experiments

Apart from the two earth stations required, a second recelvlng station
at a suitable distance (10-20 km) from the first one will provide for

the possibility to perform site diversity measurements, see figure 30.

The transmitting station will be placed as far as possible from the

receiving stations. Not only will measurement data be recorded at each
receiver, the received signals will also be collected at one central

location to choose for the "best" signal. The signal will be composed of
known PN sequences.
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Figure 30. Configuration of earth stations for the GECO/STR experiments

[3] .
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The transmit station contains the PN generators as well as a computer to

store the measurements performed. A radiometer will be used to indicate

uplink channel conditions, the measured values are to be stored in the

computer with an appropriate time indication associated. The equipment

will be designed to handle a number of different C/N values at the

receiving stations. For this, a capability of varying the output power

of the transmitter station is thought of.

Like the transmit station, the remote receive station will also be
equipped with a capability to store parameters associated with the link

conditions.

4.1.2 Description of the propagation experiments scenario established

by OPEX and summary of technical requirements.

The OPEX group [4J aims at investigating the transmission properties of

the atmosphere through measurements at many locations of the 12, 20 and
30 GHz linearly polarized beacon signals of Olympus. The atmospheric

phenomena of interest include precipitation (attenuation, crosspolar

effects), ice particles at high attitude (anomalous crosspolarization),

turbulent layers (scintillation effects) and absorption by water vapour
and gasses.

Operational set up for the OPEX experiments

The beacon receiving stations will be spread throughout Europe and the

east coast of the USA and Canada. To allow for an easy exchange of

propagation data between the various OPEX participants, the

experimenters group has established a set of recommendations, ranging

from quality objectives for equipment to the definition of interfaces

for data acquisition, preprocessing and analysis.

Depending on the particular OPEX participant, a propagation experiment

may involve a very small station for attenuation measurements only, to a
fully equipped station enabling copolar and crosspolar measurements

[37J.
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In an experiment of the latter kind, some 40 parameters will be

continuously measured and recorded, subdivided into beacon related data

(e.g. co- and crosspolar signal levels), aerial noise data,

meteorological information and ground station data [38J. Such an
elaborate set-up requires adequate processing equipment and mass-storage

media.

For instance, the Telecommunications Division of Eindhoven University of

Technology in cooperation with the Dutch PTT has developed an Olympus

groundstation which is capable of real-time handling of over 40

channels, using two digital 11/73 Digital computers and an IBM XT with

soft/hard disk and tape streamer facilities [39J.

The first PDP will be used for acquisition and on-line storage of the

'raw' input signal-data, whereas the second one will deal with the

subsequent sorting, plotting and processing of the recorded data.

For the purpose of exchange of propagation data, OPEX established a
standardized pre-processing stage, where the 'raw' input data are

calibrated and scrutinized and finally put into a standard event file.

For this, minimum requirements have been put onto each signal parameter
in terms of range of value, resolution and sampling rate, see Appendix

E. From these requirements it is concluded for instance that
scintillation phenomena will not be represented on the standard event

tape (1 s sampling interval). Mind that the figures given in Appendix E
relate to the output of the preprocessing stage; according to the OPEX

recommendations, a front-end PLL is to provide signals with a cut-off
bandwidth of about 50 Hz, leading to a sampling rate of about 100 Hz

[37J.
The Eindhoven experimental set-up is designed to sample all a-priori

considered wideband signals at 96 Hz, whereas storage will take place at

6 Hz, 3 Hz and 1 Hz rates [39J.

4.1.3 An Olympus Stored Channel experiment integrating the aims of
GEeO/STR and OPEX.

Judging from paragraph 4.1.1. and referring to the ISDN research topics

proposed in paragraph 2.6, STR is planning to:
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* evaluate scaling procedures for the G.821 errored seconds criterium

for two different channel rates (topic 3),

* calibrate a G.821 performance prediction model at 20/30 GHz (topic
5), and

* evaluate site diversity and AFEC as fade counter measures against
Rec.G.821

The experiments will be carried out on the Olympus 20/30 GHz channels;

however, some preliminary runs will be made with the Scandinavian TELE-X
satellite (12/14 GHz).

EUTELSAT appears to be particularly interested in [3J:

* the examination of the BER variation over one second at high

transmission rates and low fade levels (topic 1), and

* the development and verification of methematical models to translate

the ISDN objectives for a certain rate into suitable BER performance

masks, taking into account the type of FEC applied and the method of

multiplexing used (topic 5).

The Ku-band is of primary concern to EUTELSAT in view of the forthcoming
second generation of the European Communication Satellites. This service

is foreseen to be in operation fro~ 1990 until 2000 [3J.

It is concluded that the points of interest just mentioned

* only cover a subset of the ISDN research topics of paragraph 2.6,

and
* lead to the establishment of fully equipped earth stations in a

1imited area.

Adding to this the outcomes of paragraphs 3.2 and 3.4 and noting the

widespread character of the OPEX propagation experiments, it is
worthwhile investigating the technical and economical feasibility of a

Stored Channel receiver dedicated to the Olympus beacon payload.
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4.2 Principal validation of the Stored Channel concept at 12, 20 and

306Hz for communication experiments.

4.2.1 Wave propagation on an earth-satellite path above 106Hz

The Stored Channel concept involves the recording of a single

unmodulated carrier, propagating through a time-variant medium. If it is
the aim to use these recordings for communication experiments through

simulation, then the recorded carrier signal should also closely
represent the behaviour of a set of adjacent four components in the

desired communication band. The viability of this extended

representation strongly depends on the channel behaviour over a limited

time-frequency span.

Figure 31 shows a generalized model of a satellite to groundstation
transmission link.

CHA~EL

r A
\

(9 0- I h(1: j !:) i_ 0I 9{t)Tx 'A:rtt) :<1( (i) ex
nit}

Figure 31. Satellite to groundstation link model.

This model comprises four sections, represented by concentrated

operators. All sections are assumed to be perfectly matched for the

present. The attention is initially focussed to the channel which

contains a linear time varying filter with impuls response h(T;t) and a

summing operator which adds a time dependent noise function n(t). As
will become clear, these operators suffice to represent the occurring

copolar propagation phenomena, viz.
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* Multiplicative propagation phenomena

atmospheric hydrometeors,
atmospheric turbulences,

absorption lines within the transmission band
variation in index of refraction with frequency,and

variation in index of refraction with frequency.

leading to

absorption,

dispersion,

scintillation,
depolarization, and

multipath.
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affecting both amplitude and phase of the received signal XR(t},

and

temporal Doppler frequency shift

affecting the nominal frequency of the received signal and

introducing frequency spread in case of a multipath environment.

* Additive propagation phenomena

thermal and non-thermal noise (sky, cosmic, man-made),

interference due to common volume scattering,
co-channel interference (one or more transmitters using the

same corner frequency), and

adjacent channel interference (one or more carriers lying

close to the desired carrier).
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4.2.2 Theoretical analysis of selective fading channels

Let xT be a narrow band test signal of the form

= Re[K(t)exp(j2rrf t)]
c
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(27)

where f is some frequency to which the signal band Bk of K(t) isc
shifted. K(t) is a complex envelope function for which Bk is defined as

[40J

Bk/2

J 1 Kef) I' df

-B
k

/2

r
J IK(f)i

2 df

where

= 0.995 (28)

K(f) = j K(t)exp(-j2TIft)dt

_00

So Bk« f c by narrow band requi rement.
Considering the propagation phenomena described before, the received

signal will have the form

00

(29)

=
rj a(T;t-tO)xT(t-to-T)dT

_00

+ n (t) (30)

assuming a 'multi path continuum' [41J: a(T;t-to)dT

represents the amplitude at time tof all rays arriving with delay times

in the range ( 1", 1"+d1" ) re 1at i ve to some nomi na1 average path

propagation time to.
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Substitution of (27) in (30) yields

where

+ net)
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(31)

B(t) =

By defining

co

r
J a(1;t)K(t-l)exp(-j2nf

c
l)dl

B(t) can be written as

00

(32)

6(t) =

=

J h(l;t)K(t-l)dl

-co

co

J h(t-l;t)K(l)dl (33)

The complex equivalent time-varying transfer function for the medium

1{ (A;t) can be defined as the Fourier transform of h(T,t)

with respect to its first argument [41J

co

r
'J{ (\;t) = J h(1;t)exp(-j2nAT)dl

_00

(34)
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Then, using (33)

00

r
B(t) = J}{ (:\; t) K(:\) exp (j 2IT \t ) dA

_00

where

00

K(:\) = J K(1)exp(-j2n:\1)d1
_00

Finally, the spectrum of B(t) is obtained as:

0:; 00
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(35)

(36)

B(f) =

r

J J{ (\;tJ K(J.) eXP[i2cO_-flt ]dldt

-ro -00

(37)

Upon arrlvlng at this point, it is worthwhile to elaborate a particular
situation.

Let xT be a unmodulated fixed frequency carrier at frequency f c , i.e.

= Re[Kexp(j2nf t)]c

Furthermore, consider a discrete multipath channel with two rays

propagating in a noise free environment, or

(38a)

(38b)
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n (t) - 0

then

d{(\;t)

and
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(38c)

(39)

B(t) (40)

Finally using (31) it can be concluded that the received signal contains

amplitude and phase fluctuations depending on the time behaviour of

d{ (A ; t). In general, the received signal will therefore be not

monochromatic.

The sensitivity of df(A ; t)

speaks of 'frequency-fading'
described by the correlation

to changes in A and t -one sometimes

versus 'time-fading' respectively- can be

function defined as [42J

= (41 )

where E[.] denotes the expectation operator.
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When A and t are fixed, say at A' and t' , RA, ,t,(lIA,lIt)

describes the way in which J{ (A ,t) becomes decorrelated for a

frequency interval lIA and a time interval lit, centered on the local

time-frequency coordinates t' and A'.

It RA, t' (lIA,lIt) is near unity for 111.. < I\(A' ,t') and lit < 8(A' ,t'),
the channel is said to have coherence bandwidth I\(A' ,t') and coherence

time 8(;\' ,t') . The reciprocals of I\C,'t') and 8(A' ,t') are closely

related to the multipath time spread 1M and spectral Doppler broadening

Bo respectively. Coherence bandwidth 1\ and time spread 8 are often

calculated from [43J

RA, ,t ' (1\ (A ' , t ' ) , oJ

(
1:(" ,-I;

RA, , t' 0)::: A ,t ) J

exp (-1)

exp ( -1)

(42)

If R" , is considered to represent a 'wide sense stationary' (with
/\ ,t

respect to the variable t') and 'uncorrelated scattering' process
(concerning the variable A'), then [42J

in which case R(lIA,lIt) and its dual function 5(T,£)

pairs according to

00 00

(43)

are Fourier

S(T,f) = j J R(6A,6t)exp(-j2n6AT)exp(-j2n6tf)d(6A)d(6t) (44)

_00 _00
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So TM and Bo may be defined by analogy to the definitions given above:

S(TM'0) = exp(-l)
(4S)

S(O,BO) = exp(-l)

SeT , f) is denoted by Bello [42J as 'Doppler-Delay correlation

function'. It is clear from the reciprocal property of the equivalent

widths of a function and its Fourier transform that

1
/\. 0:-

T~l

(46)

Hagenauer and Papke confused some of the definitions just given.

They stated [32, p. 379J (using the symbolics of this report):

"IfR(6\,t>t) is negligible for II lit I < Land illAl > BO the

channel is said to have fading bandwidth (Doppler spread) Bo ' time
spread l and coherence bandwidth Ill",

considering the results mentioned above it should read:

IIIf R(lIA,t>t) is negligible for IlIt; > Land jt>AI > BO the

channel is said to have fading bandwidth (Doppler spread) Ill, time
coherence L, frequency coherence (coherence bandwidth) Bo and time

spread (mult i path and medi um di spers ion) Ill".

Let the maximum rate of fluctuation of R\,t(t>A,lIt) in the t and A

directions be denoted by v Hz and e s respectively.
max max
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Recall Bk as the nominal bandwidth of the input signal xT defined in

(28), and let Td be its duration and T the overall multipath time

spread. Assume t ' and A'to be the time-frequency origins. Thus,

aRA t

Im• x

= \! Hz,
max

at

3RA

Im• x

e,t = 5
max

at

If

« 1
8

lJlax

1« --
\!

max

C47)

then '}f CA;t) is said to represent a "quas i wide sense stationary

uncorrelated scattering channeP [42], for which

= R, I I (lIA ,lit)
1\ ,t

(48)

B Bk
for all A E [A I - ~ A' + -]

2 ' 2

and all
Td+TM t ' +

Td+TMt € [t I - 2 2 ]

In other words, if (48) applies then d{(A;t) can be regarded as a
(locally) stationary process. Regarding its time dependence, the

statistical parameters governing the short-term variations will change

according to the long-term variations of the mediu~.
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It is remarked that knowledge about time stationarity is of less

importance for the aimed application stated previously. The measure of

time stationarity indicates to which extent the channel behaviour

observed during the finite probing time period will be representative

for the actual quasi-stationary behaviour.

To prepare for the ultimate validation of the stored channel concept in

the next paragraph, a class of time varying channels to which the

concept applies will be identified here.
To summarize the channel coherence effects mentioned before, it is

concluded that:

1. the transmitted signal xT will experience negligible time

spread. at least within its nominal bandwidth Bk, if

If t I «1 (49a)
I max maxi

where ~max is the largest relative delay for which a(l;t) is

significantly non-zero, and fmax is the largest (relative) frequency for
which K(f) is significantly non-zero. Requirement (49a) implies in

practice

B «A
k

thereby assuming (48) to apply.

(49b)

A channel for which (49) is satisfied is called a flat-frequency fading

channel with frequency coherence A •

Such a channel will still cause coherent arrival of two rays emitted by

one source being modulated up to Bk Hz.
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2. the transmitted signal xT will experience negligible frequency

spread. at 1east withi n Bko if

1B »-
k 8

(50)

A channel satisfying (50) will still introduce highly cross-correlated

amplitude and phase fluctuations upon two simultaneously transmitted

test-zones. spaced apart by Bk Hz at most. This behaviour is called
't ime-fl at f adi ng I with f adi ng bandwi dth 1/8 Hz.

An example will illustrate the application of both requirements. If a

channel is used for digital communications with pulses of length Td.

then Td should satisfy

1 «T «8
II d

(51 )

in order to avoid significant intersymbol interference on one hand. and
severe distortion of the pulses themselves (owing to channel phase

fluctuations within the pulse duration) on the other.
Therefore. the spread factor Q defined as [41J

Q = l\~ (52)

must be well below unity for this type of application.
Now. for the stored channel type of application. the channel is analyzed

using a fixed frequency carrier wave modulated by a single pulse of
'infinite' length. This carrier will never carry any information about

the possible selective behaviour of a channel to the receiver.

Consequently. such a behaviour will never be represented during the

replay of the channel.
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It is concluded that transmission channels to be stored have to satisfy

conditions (49) and (50) if the aim is to performcommunication

simulations afterwards.

4.2.3. Stored Channel requirements and proof of principal validity

After a piece of groundwork presented in the previous paragraph, the

major requirements for the validity of the stored channel concept for
the purpose of simulation of a communiction link can be derived now.

Recalling the idea of recording a narrow band signal in order to

represent the full behaviour of a signal in a wide band, i.e.

predominantly storing the multiplicative channel behaviour, the general
demands will be :

* negligible differential amplitude, and

* negligible differential phase variation

over the aimed communication frequency band. Thus, ideally a channel is
desired that not only exhibits a low in-band amplitude and phase

distortion but also shows a high spectral coherence over the channel
bandwidth; the latter essentially implies flat fading behaviour and a

uniform group delay variation. The ultimate decision on the compliance

tolerances that may be set has to be based on an assessment of the

performance sensitivity of a particular communication system.

For this, an example will be given at the end of this section. First,

the requirements will be treated from the propagation point of view:
determination of the factors that may degrade channels of several MHz

bandwidth around the Olympus beacon frequencies.

There are five factor among the ones mentioned in Paragraph 4.2.1 that

may cause differential amplitude and phase behaviour:

1. Atmospheric hydrometeors and clouds,

2. Atmospheric turbulences,
3. Absorption by the earth's atmosphere,

4. Atmospheric refraction, and
5. Multipath.
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Ad 1: Atmospheric hydrometeors.
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Several authors have reported theoretical bandwidth coherencies up to

about 3.5 GHz at carrier frequencies above 10 GHz [44,45J. The ATS-6 and

COMSTAR experiments showed a maximum differential amplitude of 2 dB pip
and a maximum differential phase variation of 10 degrees pip over a

528 MHz bandwidth at 20/30 GHz with events up to 45 dB attenuation
[46,47J.

Ad 2: Atmospheric turbulences.

This step is to purely assess the influence of short-term (i.e. tenths

to tens of seconds) amplitude and phase fluctuations that tend to occur

over an atmospheric path where turbulence is present. The attention is

focussed on the coherence of two arbitrary fluctuating fourier
components in the radio bandwidth under consideration. This subject has

been studied fairly extensively in the 12 to 30 GHz range [48-51J.

However, these reports only deal with terrestrial line-of-sight links.

Though some impression of the impact of turbulence on amplitude and

phase coherence may be obtained with respect to an earth-satellite
link. From Thompson et al. [50J some representative results are quoted.
Thomson et al. performed simultaneoJs measurements on phase and
amplitude variability on a preciptation-free slant path (2.5 D elevation)

over water using five radio frequencies ranging from 9.55 to 33.3 GHz.

The four lower frequency signals were multiplexed into a common 2.7 m

diameter parabolic antenna at each end of the path. A set of 2 m dishes

was used for the upper frequency (33.3 GHz) signals.

Thompson et. al. concluded that over frequency intervals of several GHz,

differental fading was found to be a few tenths of a decibel and
differential phase shift a few tenths of a radian.

Qualitatively extrapolating these results to earth-satellite links with

path elevations ranging from 7-40 deg., it is noticed that:

* such earth satellite paths will generally have an effective
tropospheric length that is much less than 64 km; a decrease in

scintillation intensity is therefore to be expected, resulting in

an increase in spectral coherency;·
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* towards higher elevation angles, eventually combined with larger

antenna dish sizes, the amplitude and phase fluctuation spectra at

single radio frequencies tend to decrease [43J; consequently an
increase of coherence between temporal fluctuation frequency

spectra for two different radiofrequencies is expected. This means

that even for small observation intervals the received signals at

the two frequencies go up and down together;

* contributions from the ionosphere may be disregarded in this
respect [16J.

Ad 3: Atmospheric absorption.

Molecular absorption experienced by a radiowave propagating through the

earth atmosphere at centimetre wavelengths is due primarily to

atmospheric water vapour and oxygen [52J. In the 12-30 GHz region,

oxygen has no absorption lines, whereas water vapour has an isolated

line at 22.3 GHz [52J.

To get an impression about the maximum differential attenuation due to
water vapour and oxygen over 10 MHz bandwidths around 12.5, 19.77 and

29.66 GHz, the Van Vleck-Weisskopf approximation has been adopted from
[52J to determine the corresponding specific attenuations and the

results have been put into figures 32 and 33.

Both figures show a negligible in-band variation of specific attenuation

and therefore a negligible in-band variation of the total gaseous
attenuation for effective path lengths up to 6 km with 10-50 deg.

elevation angles.

It is concluded that no significant in-band amplitude distortion is to

be expected from gaseous constituents for bandwidths of the order of

several MHz around the three frequencies of present concern.
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Ad 4: Atmospheric refraction.
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Most model atmospheres assume a horizontally stratified radio

refractivity [43J.

The radio refractivity for air is very close to unity and varies at a

point of space primarily due to variations in temperature and water

vapour concentration [43J. Its frequency dependence ay centimeter

wavelengths originates from the spectral behaviour of oxygen and water

vapour.

Noting the results from the previous section and regarding the results

that Nuspl et. al. [53J obtained at Ku band, using an approach based on
the regression relations of Bean and Dutton [54J between the average
propagation delay (or range error) and the surface refractivity, the

influence from dispersion due to frequency dependence of the

refractivity can be disregarded.

Ad 5: Multipath.

The multipath effect is often a severe limiter of the coherence

bandwidth of a transmission link, in particular in the mobile area at
around L-band [34J. But above 10 GHz (the frequency bands for Fixed

Satellite Service) the multipath effect is considered to become dominant

only at very low elevation angles (below 7°) [16J.

Example

So far the assessment of the validity of the stored channel concept has

been treated from the propagation point of view. Several relatively

coarse theoretical and empirical upper bounds have been obtained in
terms of coherence bandwidths and in-band peak-to-peak amplitude and

phase variation.
To actually verify the concept's validity the parameters above need to

be converted into performance degradation of a transmission scheme.
Recently, Sandberg [55J modelled the BER performance of three current
modulation schemes as a function of commonly used parameters such as the

ones just mentioned which characterize an arbitrary linear channel.
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Sandberg impaired an ideal channel impulse response with either a

sinusoidal amplitude or a sinusoidal phase ripple and calculated a

family of curves representing the system degradation compared to a

reference system. The reference system uses a ripple-free transmission
path. Furthermore, he ensured that the channel gains in both systems

were equal, so that the degradations measured were only due to waveform
distortions.

Taking a peak-to-peak amplitude ripple of 2 dB and a peak-to-peak phase

ripple of 10 degrees as typical values from the COMSTAR/ATS-6

experiments [46,47J and considering a QPSK transmission scheme, the

maximum theoretical degradation for 64 Kbps and 2.048 Mbps at the BER =
10-3 and the BER = 10-5 thresholds is given in table 11, assuming an

'infinite' amplitude/phase ripple-slope (theoretical worst-case) on the

channel frequency response over an 'infinite' bandwidth.

degradation due to

BER=IE-3

channel rate

64 Kbps/

2.048 Mbps

BER=IE-5

channe 1 rate
64 Kbps/

2.048 Mbps

amplitude ripple

2 dB pip

0.3 dB

0.5 dB

phase ripple

10 deg. pip

0.1 dB

0.3 dB

Table 11. Theoretical maximum performance degradation for QPSK due to
an amplitude/phase ripple on an ideal channel frequency

response.
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It is concluded that in this case a Stored Channel simulation run would

yield a 0.4 to 0.8 dB better performance as compared to field

measurements. However, it is remarked that:

* the indicated peak-to-peak ripples depend on the actual radio

bandwidth considered; for the example shown above this was about

500 MHz which would be roughly occupied by the main lobe of a 500
Mbps modulated QPSK scheme (equivalent to 1 Gbps input bitrate!).

Therefore, the performance difference is expected to be far less
for bandwidths ranging from tenths of a MHz to several MHz which

would apply to ISDN channel rates of present concern.

* if a channel is to really show a frozen-in sinusoidal or, generally

speaking, periodical behaviour, then the testtone may be probing at

a spectral maximum (thereby more than compensating the performance

difference just noticed) or at a spectral minimum (increasing the
difference) or somewhere in between. This means that unless the

stored channel system net gain is adjusted to compensate for the
mean power loss due to the channel ripple, this 'probing

selectivity' may overshadow the performance difference noticed

above.

4.3 Set up of the Stored Channel recording scenario for the Olympus

propagation payload.

4.3.1 Establishment of a fictive Stored Channel groundstation

For the Stored Channel feasibility test, three hypothetical receivers

will be installed at Sodankyla (Finland; 67.26°N, 26.35°E) which

location is considered to be a worst-case within the coverage zone

shared by the three Olympus beacons, as regards:

* spreading loss (4 dB for 12.5 GHz beacon, 1 dB for 20 &30 GHz

beacons), and
* elevation angle (7°),

thereby maximizing
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* the free-space basic transmission loss,

* various medium related propagation phenomena like attenuation due to

precipitation, scintillation, multipath and angle-of-arrival

fluctuations, and

* the range rate due to satellite motion,

see figures 34 and 35.

Seeking for a compromise between the aPEX recommendations and the

GECO/STR plans, the station will be equipped with three sets of

front-fed parabolic antennas; each set composed of a 1, a 3 and a 6 m

diameter dish (one set for each frequency). Note that going for a dish
size larger than about 4 m requires tracking equipment, which increases

the complexity of the station.

Next, the system noise temperature is chosen to be 550 K for all

receivers, following the common specification for nearly all the fixed
and mobile Olympus communication terminals at 12, 20 and 30 GHz that are

currently being built for ESA [56J.

These terminals are equipped with a variety of antennas, ranging from a

1.2 m diameter dish (non-tracking) to a 4 m antenna with a tracking
system at Ka band, and from a 3.5 m diameter non-tracking antenna to a

9 m diameter system with full auto-track at Ku band.

Furthermore, it is noted that the indicated noise temperature is even

below the lowest recommended temperature as mentioned by aPEX (i.e.

724 K for a station equipped with a 1.8 m dish [37J). Mind that such a

low temperature is achieved by using very low-noise amplifiers (e.g.
ESA's mobile 1DS-6 station uses a LNA with a 2.8 dB noise figure [56J).

So far, the RF part of the station has been globally designed according
to the GECOjSTR and aPEX aims. This approach is considered compulsory,

since for instance the choice of the antenna system is closely related
to the propagation phenomena that either will be observed (by the GECO

experimenters) of need to be observed (by the aPEX participants). A
similar reasoning applies of course to the dynamic range that is to be

achieved (15-20 dB for communication applications and up to 46 dB for
propagation analysis according to the aPEX).
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Figure 34. Coverage of Olympus 12.5 GHz beacon (with power contours
relative at peak at subsatellite point) [67J.
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f = 12.5 GHz

EIRP = 10.0 dB(W)

free-space loss = 206.4 dB

atmospheric loss = 0.5 dB

system noise temperature = 27.4 dB(K)

Antenna diameter 1.0 3.0 6.0 m

Antenna gain 39.8 49.4 55.4 dB

Pointing loss 1.0 1.0 dB

Clear sky C/NO 43.1 52.7 59.7 dB(Hz)

f = 19.7 GHz

EIRP = 24.0 dB(W)

free-space loss = 210.4 dB

atmospheric loss = 2.1 dB

50% duty cycle loss = 3.0 dB (coherent demodulation)

system noise temperature = 27.4 dB(K)

Antenna diameter 1.0 3.0 6.0 m

Antenna gain 43.8 53.3 59.4 dB

Pointing loss 1.0 1.0 dB

Clear sky C/NO 52.5 62.1 69.1 dB(Hz)

Appendix F gives an overview of the main propagation data for the B1

Stored Channel beacon receiver set up, which will be used for a specific

testcase later on. These data have been obtained by means of a software

tool that has been developed for the prediction of long-term attenuation

on earth-space links over a wide frequency span (5-30 GHz) [57,58J.

Clear sky linkbudgets have been derived for every receiver, see table
12.

I
I Sodankyla station - Olympus satellite

I
I Location: 67.26°N, 26.35°E

I Elevation w.r.t. satellite: 7.1°

I Distance to satellite: 40,895 km

I,----------------------i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1--------------------
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Table 12. Clear sky linkbudgets for Sodankyla stations.
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f = 29.6 GHz
EIRP = 24.0 dB(W)

free-space loss = 213.9 dB
atmospheric loss = 1. 9 dB

system noise temperature = 27.4 dB(K)

Antenna diameter 1.0 3.0 6.0 m

Antenna gain 47.3 56.9 62.9 dB
Pointing loss 1.0 1.0 dB
Clear sky C/NO 55.7 65.3 72.3 dB(Hz)

Table 12. (Cont1d)

Before proceeding to the receivers IF stages, some relevant Olympus

propagation payload specifications will be reviewed first.

4.3.2 Performance of Olympus propagation package

Appendix G gives a summary of the soecifications for the beacon
payload. However, for an accurate assessment of the feasibility of an

Olympus Stored Channel receiver, the following parameters need to be

known in terms of specific in-orbit performance bounds (cf. par. 3.3):

1. Propagation payload:

* EIRP stability, and
* phase &frequency stability.

2. Spacecraft:

* range rate.

Ad 1: Propagation payload.

Apppendix G includes an illustration of the payload hardware

configuration.
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All the hardware is mounted on one panel, and only the frequency source

is temperaturen controlled to 0.1 deg. (it has been placed in an oven).

Master oscillator

Temperature cycle tests with the master-oscillator have shown that its

output frequency variation with temperature is approximately linear
(50 Hz in lOOe) and negative [59J.
Once the satellite is in-orbit, some daily variation of the source

frequency may be expected, despite the temperature control, since there

is also a depenence on the utilisation of the other payloads. If a

worst-case daily temperature variation of ± 10 °e is assumed then the

peak-to-peak frequency variation is about 14 Hz~

This yields 602 Hz, 952 Hz and 1,568 KHz for the BO, B1 and B2 beacons

respectively. For shorter periods of time (T 24 hrs) it is convenient

to model the daily temperature and frequency variation by a sinusoid and

derive from this the peak-to-peak variation over T.

For the Olympus satellite the phase noise specification is 0.1 rad rms

in a 50 Hz noise-free bandwidth. This will cause a negligible rms
frequency shift [60J.

Multipliers

Like the master oscillator, the multipliers have been temperature cycled

as well, and only the X3 multiplier (B2 beacon) showed an anomalous

behaviour over a temperature range from 0 to 40 0 e [61J. At 14°e the X3

showed a 4.4 dB amplitude variation and a 62 deg. phase variation.

However, since the X3 multiplier is followed by a TWTA the amplitude

variation will be considerably reduced.

~d 2: Spacecraft.

Using the results of Appendix H the expected daily maximum Doppler shift

variation for each of the beacon signals will take the values shown
below.
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max. daily Doppler shift variation

208 Hz

330 Hz

494 Hz
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The Doppler shift shows a sinusoidal behaviour with a one day

periodicity. During one hour for instance a maximum Doppler variation of

of 27.1, 42.8 and 64.3 Hz can be observed for the BO, B1 and B2 beacons

respectively. It is concluded that for a full day run the frequency

variation due to the oscillator thermal drift and the range rate are of

the same order of magnitude and will far dominate the frequency effects

induced by the propagation phenomena (fade-rate and scintillation

fluctuation frequency). Limiting the recording period to one hour will

however cause the thermal drift to dominate both the Doppler shift

variation and the channel induced frequency effects.

4.3.3 Analysis of Stored Channel receiver IF hardware schemes

Having proved the principal validity of the concept at 12, 20 and 30 GHz

for the communication experiments under consideration, this section will
deal with the technical feasibility by means of providing various global

IF hardware configurations for the Sodankyla station.

Recalling figure 27, showing the general concept of a Stored Channel

receiver, it is the front-end that will playa vital role in the design

of the baseband circuitry, particularly concerning the baseband filter

widths in the I and Q branches and herewith the sampling rate and the

A/D resolution needed.

Front end wideband design

A so-called 'wideband' design, see figure 36, represents the most simple

implementation: straightforward down conversion of the amplified RF

signal to a suitable IF, using fixed local oscillators which are
adjusted every now and then.
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Thus, the width of the final IF cover filter will be mainly dictated by

the net frequency drift of the satellite master oscillator versus the
drift of the groundstation local oscillators, supplemented by the

variation in the Doppler frequency shift. Now, the clear sky linkbudgets
of para9raph 4.3 may be continued as depicted in table 13 for a 24 hrs.

measurement run.

Sodankyla station - Olympus satellite
24 hrs. scenario

f = 12.5 GHz

max. osc. drift (24 hrs) = 0.602 KHz

max. Doppler shift ( II = 0.208 KHz

rJ1ax. rec. l.o.'drift ( II = 0.602 KHz

tot a1 freq. spread ( II = 1. 41 KHz
IF cover fi Her wi dth = 2.0 KHz

Antenna diameter

Clear-sky C/N
1.0

10.1

3.0

19.7

6.0

26.7

m

dB

f = 19.77 GHz

max. osc. dri ft (24 hrs) = 0.952 KHz

max. Doppler shift ( II ) = 0.330 KHz

max. rec. L.O. 's drift ( II ) = 0.952 KHz

tot a1 freq. spread ( II ) = 2.23 KHz
IF cover fi Her width = 3.2 KHz

Antenna diameter 1.0 3.0 6.0 m

Clear sky C/N 17.4 27.0 34.0 dB

Table 13. Clear sky linkbudgets for Sodankyla stations in case of

24 hrs. measurement periods.
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f = 29.66 GHz

max. osc. drift (24 hrs) = 1. 57 KHz
max. Do pp1er shif t ( 11 ) = 0.494 KHz

max. rec. l.o.'s drift ( 11 ) 1. 57 KHz

tota1 freq. spread ( 11 ) = 3.63 KHz
IF cover filter width = 5.2 KHz

Antenna diameter 1.0 3.0 6.0 m

Clear sky C/N 18.5 28.1 35.1 dB

Table 13. (Cont'd)

Taking the 19.77 GHz receiver with the 3 m dish as an example, the

corresponding linkbudget may be extended to include overall baseband

circuitry specifications (fig. 27). Allowing 6 dB on top of the clear

sky C/N to include scintillation phenomena (aPEX, Appendix E) a maximum

instantaneous) C/N of 33.0 dB is obtained. The filter bandwidth in both

I and Q branches will be fixed at 1.6 KHz.

Assuming a very narrowband carrier signal in the presence of white

Gaussian noise located somewhere in the indicated communication band,

the minimum ADC step resolution should be of the order of the noise

induced amplitude variation [62J, i.e. 5.6 dB for this case. Considering

a total dynamic range of 46 dB (OPEX) to be covered, this demands for a

minimum ADC resolution of g bits.

Adding 1 bit to compensate for non-linearity effects during conversion,

a 10 bit ADC will have to be purchased. Regarding the minimum sampling

speed of 3.2 KHz, it is finally concluded that each baseband branch

(I,Q) will output 32 Kbps data streams to the recording unit. If it is
assumed that a laser disc (200 Mbyte) would have an access time

sufficiently low, then it would be completely occupied within about 7

hrs for the full channel. The other channels show similar results,
ranging from 36 Kbps (12.5 GHz, 1 m dish) to 57.2 Kbps (29.66 GHz, 6 m

di sh) .
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One way to lower the data rates and still preserve the OPEX/GECO aims

would be to perform runs per hour, which means that the receiver 1.0. 's

would have to be reset every hour. It is clear that this would lead to a

decrease of the maximum satellite oscillator drift as well as of the

maximum expected Doppler shift variation during the measurement period.

For the specific case considered above, a 12 bit ADC would be needed

(the narrower the cover bandwidth, the higher the quantisation

resolution) and a 1.54 Kbps sampling rate per branch. This would result

in a 18.5 Kbps data stream for the I and Q channels respectively. Now,

almost half a day of subsequent 1 hour runs would fit onto a 200 Mbyte
laser disc.

Front end narrowband design

Another, and perhaps more clever way to get rid of the -to a high degree

even predictable- frequency drift would be to extract this drift from

the siqnal before it is recorded. This concept is known as an Automatic

Frequency Control (AFC) and its implementation in the front end will be

denoted as the 'narrowband' design, see fig. 37. The AFC itself will

have to provide for a control signal, representing the instantaneous

shift of the frequency from an initial value. This slowly varying

control siqnal (1 day periodicity) has to be recorded as well, in order

to drive the heterodyning 1.0. during simulation.

In this case, a much tighter IF cover filter could be used, whose width

would now mainly depend on the bandwidth occupancy of the occurring

propagation phenomena. Of course, some bandwidth margin has to be taken
into account to compensate for non-ideal AFC performance (instability,

threshold effect) [63J.

Supposed that the 50 Hz bandwidth recommended by OPEX (par. 4.1.2) could

be retained, then this would lead to ADC resolutions between 11 and 15

bits, accompanied by full-channel (I+Q) bit streams of 1.1 Kbps and 1.5

Kbps for the 12.5 GHz/l m dish and the 29.66 GHz/6 m dish receivers

respectively.
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This narrowband scenario opens perspectives for short-term/high

resolution measurements (event analysis) as well as measurements on

longer term when combined with an adaptive quantizing scheme [64J. In

the former case a data buffer could be refreshed by the operator every
so often (e.g. every hour for a 600 Kbyte PC RAM for the 19.77 GHz/3 m

dish receiver set-up). If no interesting events would have occurred

during a fixed period of observation, the stored data could be

destroyed; otherwise a selective dump onto some other storage medium

could be made for further preprocessing.

The processed event recordings could be used for testing of
communication equipment or for pure propagation analysis. In case the

events would have been properly selected and put into representative

classes, then the short term results of the communication tests or

propagation analysis could even be used for long-term predictions by

means of mixing the obtained results with the probability of occurrence

of each identified propagation class. The validity of this method would

of course strongly depend on the possibility of an unambiguous

identification of each class (or subclass) and its correlation with
meteorological data.

A possible set of propagation classes might be the following:

* clear-sky,

* cloudy sky with wind,

* full clouded sky,

* light rain,
* moderate rain, and

* heavy rain.

The long-term case would apply to those experiments were statistical

analysis would be performed afterwards, with the advantage of having
recorded all events, including perhaps some that had not been foreseen

in advance. Such a record could serve as a back-up facility (library)

from which interesting events could be selected, edited and/or used for

simulation.
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Since the data would have been stored in digital form, this would

facilitate the composition of 'worst month' or 'nasty houri test tapes

(by means of digital editing) for calibration of communication modems

for instance.

4.3.4 Alternative digital baseband circuitry

The narrowband approach introduced in the previous paragraph invites to

implement the entire baseband part in digital form, by putting the
sampler/ADC right after the IF cover filter.

If the signal is downconverted to a suitably low IF and A/D converted at

a sampling rate of an exact multiple of that IF (e.g. four times the IF)

the extraction of the in-phase and quadrature components can be

performed by multiplying the samples by the repetitive sequences 1,0,

-1,0 and 0,1,0,-1.

Although this approach will increase the complexity of the receiver,

particularly as regards the synchronization of s~lpling instants, it

offers several advantages, among which

* optimization of the quadrature mlxlng process; mind that the analog
version will suffer from unavoidable component differences leading

to a departure from the true 90 degrees phase shift between the
in-phase and quadrature signals.

* the possibility of storing the Olympus 81 beacon signal with only
one receiver; this requires the sampling rate to be also

harmonically related to the polarization switching speed.

* the ease of control under various conditions (e.g. deep fades,

scintillation) enabling an adaptive quantizing scheme to be

implemented; this facilitates a dynamic trade-off between resolution

and data rate depending on the particular propagation event.
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* the idea of achieving a standardized baseband receiver design, or

essentially cutting the stored channel receiver in half; in this

way the frequency tracking part should be integrated in the baseband

part which could be connected for instance to every standard IF

communication receiver output (e.g to the 70 MHz interface of the

mobile Olympus receiver TDS-6 [56J).

4.4 Repl~ of the Stored Channel

The previous sections have provided basic ideas concerning the

feasibility and design of a receiver based on the Stored Channel

concept. supplemented by some calculations on crucial parameters. The

real design will be a trade-off between pre-recording and post-recordino

filtering if the objective is to do propagation analysis afterwards,

since the recordings will generally have significant noise content

(thermal, phase, quantization).

For communication analysis however, post-recording (or pre-simulation)

filtering can be limited or even completely emitted, dependin9 on the

amount of extra BER degradation (due to noise in the recorded channel)

that will be tolerated, as well as on the approach that will have been

followed during the recording session (narrowband. wideband).

In the next paragraphs, the necessity of filtering is illustrated by

examples in the future field of corrrnunication experiments and

propagation analysis by Stored Channel simulation.

4.4.1 Communication experiments

Suppose that a simulator has to be designed based on the Stored Channel

concept to carry out the ISDN experiments proposed in paragraph 2.5.

Figure 38 shows a general layout for a suitable test bed (cf. fig. 27).

The Stored Channel loop is considered to represent all signal affecting

and noise contributing phenomena occurring on a real signal path in a

satellite corrrnunication system from modulator IF output to demodulator
IF input.
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Fiqure 38. Measurement set up to analyze BER performance of
communication hardware looped at IF via a stored
channel.

The simulator nucleus consists of the Stored Channel replay equipment

-essentially multiplying the incoming IF message signal with a

distortion signal d(t) accompanied by a parasitic noise term Nd(t)- and

a summing device to add a Gaussian noise signal n(t) which is supposed

to be 'white' over the message spectrum, see figure 39 (cf. par 3.3).

To perform the communication experiments with sufficient reliability, it

is of first priority to determine overall requirements with respect to

the Cd/Nd of the multiplication signal, since it is the nd(t) component

that may cause extra BER degradation during simulation. It is remarked
that during both the ESA/PROSAT experiments [5J and similar DFVLR

experiments [32J a 0 dB Cd/Nd threshold was taken to calculate the

dynamic range of the L-band stored channel receivers.
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N
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Figure 39. Noise power spectrum of the message si9nal at the input

of the demodulator during stored channel simulation.

(Bs ~ bandwi dth of stored ch anne 1, Bm~ mess age bandwi dth)

This bound is too coarse, as will become clear from the following

examp1e.

Consider a QPSK-type of modem to be applied. For the moment, perfect

carrier recovery under all circumstances is assumed; operating the

system in a white-noise environment then yields the idealized

performance function

BEP = Q(ly)
/y

(

= 1 - I~ J exp(-h 2 )dt (53)

-00

where

"Eb energy per bit
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The noise component Nd(t) will cause a random fluctuation of the total

distortion signal d(t). Due to the multiplying operation, this will

cause a fluctuation of both the IF signal strength and its instantaneous

phase. The latter effect will playa dominant role when a QPSK

modulation scheme is applied. It may be compared with the impact of a
noisy carrier reference on the performance of the demodulation process.

Therefore, the following approach is adopted. From figure 40 the

instantaneous phase deviation ~ is obtained which equals:

nd(t)sin¢ (54a)
\i; (t)

t d (t)

d(t) » n (t)

for which

= a

~"d(f:)
"f' ,\rp

-----
rJ it)

(54b)

(54c)

FiQure 40. Phasor diagram of the distortion signal d(t) in the presence

of noise nd(t).
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From Matyas [65J the conditional error probability P(~) for a QPSK

scheme suffering from a noisy carrier phase reference is adopted, viz.

(55 )

Assuming ~ to be a Gaussian variable with mean and variance given by

respectively (54b) and (54c), then mixing the error probability P(~)

with the Gaussian probability density function f~(~) yields the mean

and variance of the BEP according to

IT
r

E[BEP] = J P('y)f~(l/;)dijJ

-IT (56)

E [(BEP-E [BEP])~ ] =
IT

J
r (P(~)-E[BEP])2f, (~)d~

1:.
-IT

This has been applied to the Olympus Bl narrowband stored channel beacon

receiver (19.77 GHz, 3 m dish) introduced in the previous paragraph. A

dynamic range of 20 dB is assumed, yielding a worst-case C/NO = 42.1 dB

Hz at the output of the IF cover filter (50 Hz), see table 11 (par.
4.3.1). The results are displayed by figures 41 and 42.
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These figures show the BEP variation around the important nominal

performance values 10-3 and 10-6 (noiseless stored channel). The maximum
deviation (~BEP + a BEP) turns out to be 16% and 68% respectively,

corresponding to the upper bounds drawn in the figures. It has to be

verified whether these theoretical degradations are acceptable in
practice, in view of:

* the generally non-white Gaussian noise behaviour of the stored

channel (e.g. phase noise from the 1.0. 's involved),
* other degrading factors affecting the stored channel signal during

recording/replay and the message signal from the modem, and

* the influence on the performance of the simulated link by particular

propagation phenomena (e.g. scintillation or angle of arrival

fluctuations), which might be masked by the noise present in the

stored channel.

4.4.2 Propagation analysis

Using the stored channel for pure propagation analysis will generally

demand for a dedicated form of data handling to remove all effects that
are of no interest (e.g. frequency drifts). Full software post

processinq of the recorded data will therefore be most adequate.

In a previous chapter it was reffiarked that a standard OPEX experiment

will not include scintillation measurements, since the highest sampling

rate is fixed to 1 s corresponding to 0.5 Hz fluctuation frequency

bandwidth. It is interesting to see what degree of filtering would be
required if Stored Channel scintillation analysis was to be made with

respect to the three Olympus beacons using the 3 m antennas of Sodankyla

station.

For this, theoretical scintillation spectra have been calculated for an

atmosphere were turbulence is present. The results have been expressed

in terms of asymptotic spectral densities for fluctuation frequencies

approaching either zero or infinity, see figure 43.
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The underlying formulas have been adopted from Haddon and Vilar [22J who

based there formulas on the results of Herben [66J. From figure 43 it is

seen that all corner frequencies lie below 1 Hz where the dominant part

of the spectrum can be found. However, significant scintillation content

is also present up to some frequency above 1 Hz. Increasing the post

filter bandwidth Bp beyond 0.5 Hz to examen the higher fluctuation

components will increase the thermal noise amplitude variation ~A as

well, according to:

!1A ::; 2010g [ 1 + ~ l
J~J

(57)

where Cd/Nod denotes the signal-to-noise density ratio of the stored
channel. Relation (57) can be easily converted to a spectral noise

variation density Sn(Bp), namely:

S (B) ::;
n p

(6A) 2

B
P

(58 )

thereby obtaining the quantity that needs to be compared with the

spectral density of scintillation amplitude variance SX(f) (already

depicted in figure 43 by its asymptotes). Sn(B p) can be referred to as

the receiver's noise floor, and its crossing with the corresponding

Sx(f) determines the highest post filter bandwidth that can be used.

This turns out to be about 2.5, 5 and 6.5 Hz for the BO, B1 and B2

beacons respectively.

It is concluded that the applicability of the Stored Channel propagation

analysis concept depends on the particular propagation phenomen that

needs to be investigated and on the amount of noise that is left in the
stored channel after filtering.
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5. General conclusions

- 123 -

5.1 Conclusions as regards the motives for propagation and

communication research related to ISDN satellite links.

Considering that

1. the current situation in the design of Fixed Satellite Services
(FSS) is characterized by a gradual move towards ISDN

compatibility,

2. the present CCIR recommendations for FSS inclusion into ISDN are

restricted to uncoded 64 Kbps links operating below 15 GHz,

3. future satellite links will apply higher transmission rates,

higher frequency bands, new kinds of channel coding and
multiplexing schemes,

4. the concept of communication link availability is of major

concern for the transfer of the CCITT objectives into design
objectives for FSS applications,

5. the availability of a satellite communication link operating

above 10 GHz is driven by propagation phenomena,

6. changing CCITT recommendations as regards the availability

concept have lead to inconsistencies between various CCIR SG.4

documents concerned with the inclusion of a FSS link into ISDN,

it is concluded that

1. a new kind of propagation analysis is required in order to apply

the recently modified CCITT definition of link availability,
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2. measurements on propagation availability are required for various

frequency bands above 10 GHz in various climates at various
geographical locations,

3. communication experiments are required to re-examine the CCITT

ISDN end-to-end performance objectives for various

representative satellite link designs,

4. effort has to be put into the establishment of well parametrized
models to apply the CCITT ISDN recommendations to present and

future satellite communications links.

5.2 Conclusions as regards the overall feasibility of using the

Stored Channel simulation concept for (ISDN) communication and

propagation experiments at 12, 20 and 306Hz.

Considering that

1. joint communication/propagat~onexperiments have been planned in

the framework of the Olympus Utilisation programme for

verification and further development of the CCITT and CCIR
recommendations as regards the inclusion of a 20/30 GHz FSS link

into ISDN, though at only one location,

2. widespread propagation measurements with the Olympus satellite

have been planned in the framework of OPEX,

3. full channel back-up facilities are appropriate in view of the

changing ISDN evaluation methods and performance criteria,
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4. the Stored Channel concept provides for a possibility to

inteqrate communication as well propagation experiments by

extracting all channel phenomena from received satellite beacon
signals,

5. a broad class of FSS communication channels of a several MHz wide

exist at the frequency bands under consideration, which exhibit a
negligible frequency selectively when used with customary

modulation schemes,

6. appropriate 12/20/30 GHz Stored Channel receiver hardware designs

are feasible,

7. additional processing of the recorded data may be accomplished by

software means depending on the type of application afterwards,

it is concluded that

1. as regards communication experiments at 12, 20 and 30 GHz, the

Stored Channel approach is

* applicable in principle,

* feasible in technical sense,

* more cost-effective as compared to field trials when it
comes to detailed and often repeated short-term experiments,

and

* worthwhile for verification in practice.

2. as regards propagation experiments at 12, 20 and 30 GHz, the

Stored Channel approach is:

* technically feasible,

* attractive by full post-processing in software, while

achieving a relatively simple receiver, and

* worthwhile for further research.
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APPENDIX A Excerpt from CCITT Rec. 6.821 [6J
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(to Recommendation G.8:! 1)
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APPENDIX B CCIR Rec. 579-1 [14J

".579-1

RECOMMENDATION 579·1

117

AVAILABILITY OBJECTIVES FOR A HYPOTHETICAL REFERENCE

CIRCUIT AND A HYPOTHETICAL REFERENCE DIGITAL PATH

WHEN USED FOR TELEPHONY USING PULSE-CODE MODULATION,

OR AS PART OF AN INTEGRATED SERVICES DIGITAL

NETWORK HYPOTHETICAL REFERENCE CONNECTION,

IN THE FlXED·SATELLITE SERVICE

(Question 24/4)

The CCIR.

CONSIDERING

(1982-1986)

fa J that the hypothetical reference circuit and the hypothetical reference digital path in the fixed·satellite
service are intended as a guide to designers and planners;

fb) that it is desirable to be compliant with concepts, tenns and definitions related to availability as given in
CCITI Recommendation G.I06;

Ie) that the equipment availability (including the space station) is dependent on reliability perfonnance.
maintainability performance and maintenance suppon perfonnance;

Id) that the availability of a hypothetical reference circuit or digital path is detennined by the combined effects
of equipment and propagation availability;

Ie) that it is desirable to apply similar a,ailability objectives to cable. radio·relay and fixed·satellite systems.

l.!NANIMOCSLY RECOMMENDS

I. that the availability of a hypothetical reference circuit or digital path in Ihe fixed·satellite service should be
defined by the following fonnula:

where:
Availability

Unavailability ~

(100 - unavailability)

unavailable time

required time

(IT.)

x 100 (ov.)

(I)

where the required time is defined as the period of time during which the user requires the circuit or digital path
to be in a condition to perfonn a required function. and unavailable time is the cumulative time of circuit or
digital path interruptions within Ihe required lime;

2. that the una,ailability of a hypothetical reference circuit or digital path in the fixed·satellite service due to
equipment should provisionally be not more than 0.2', of a year (see Note 7);

3. that the unavailability due to p<opagation (see Note 71 should provisionally be not more than:

3.1 0.2'1, of any month for a hypothetial reference digital path in the fixed·satellite service (see Note 8);

3.2 X~. of any year' for a hypothetical reference circuit in the fixed·satellite service (see Note 3):

4. that a link in the fixed·satellite service defined between the ends of the hypothetical reference circuit or
digital path in Recommendations 352 and 521 should be considered unavailable if ODe or more of the conditions
in RECOMMENDS 4.1 and 4.4 below exist at either of the receiving ends of the link for 10 consecutive seconds
or more (see Note 6) (A period of unavailable time begins when one of the conditions in RECOMMENDS 4.1
to 4.4 persi515 for a period of 10 consecutive seconds. These 10 s are considered to be unavailable time. The pe<iod
of unavailable time tenninates when the same condition ceases for a period of 10 consecutive seconds. These 10 s
are considered to be available time.):

4.1 for analogue transmission the wanted signal is received at the far end at a level 10 dB or more below its
expected level;

Refcnin,lo the lerm or "any year-. see NOlt 11 or Recommendation 353.
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4.2 for digilal transmission the digital signal is interrupted (i.e. alignment or timing is lost):

4.3 for analogue transmission. the unweighted noise power in a telephone channel at a point of zero relalive
level, with S ms integration lime is higher than 10" pWO:

4.4 for digital transmission. the bie error ralio, averaged over 1 s. excerds 10' ';

5. that the following Notes should be rrgarded as pan of this text.

NO'. I. - The unavailability of analogue multiplexing equipment is not taken into account in the foreg","g. The
unavailabilily of digital multiplexing equipment is included in RECOMMENDS 2 above.

NOIf 1, - The unavailability value of the circuit or digital path is a planning objective for lixed-salellite systems:
it should nritheT be included in system sptcifications nor used for acceptance te~it~.

Nor. 3. - The value of X is under study and a value of 0.1 has been suggestrd.

NOI.4. - ~riods of Irss than 10 con",cutive ",conds. during which conditions in RECOMMENDS 4.1 to 4.4
exist. are considered available time and should be taken inlO account in applying Ihe RecommendatioRs.

NOIf 5. - All outages due eo solar eclipses and interference from the sun are included as part of the unavailahle
time in RECOMMENDS 2.

NOll' 6. - A\'ailabilil~ calculations should C'\plicilly take into account mean tIme l'letween failure!!!. mean time for
resumption of sen'ice. precautions taken against imerruptions and impaIrment of salellile performance (especjall~

use of reserve channels and back·up systems).

NOll' 7, - The unavailability of a circuit or digital path in the tixed-satellile sen ice for national portions with
ahernative transmission s"\em, rna, be excluded from RECOMMEI"DS 2 and J and can ~e determined hv
administrations in accord~nce with I~cal conditions (i.e.. propagation. geographical size. population distributio~.
organization of maintenance. elc.l.

No/.8. - In RECOMMENDS 3.1 the value of 0.2' .. of any month is assumed 10 correspond eo a period of an)
year· b) a conversion factor of 5. i.e.0.2 l

', of an) month would correspond to 0.041
',. of an~ year· Thi5

con\ersion factor ;5 discussed in more detail in Report 997.
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APPENDIX C CCIR Rep. 706-2 [12J

REPORT 706·2

AVAILABILITY OF CIRCUITS IN THE FIXED-SATELLITE SERVICE

(Qu..tion 24/4. Study Programme 24A!4)

(1978-1982-1986 ,

This R.pon discuss.. th. concopl of availability as it appli.. to tho hypoth.tical r<f...nco circuit
(Rocomm.ndation 352) and tho hypoth.tical ..f...nco digital path (Rocomm.ndation 521) in tho fix.d·sat.llit.
service.

It indicates th. philosophy which has been appli.d in d..iving availability cnt..ia, and provid..
information on sam. of th. paramet.rs which a(foct th.m.

Th. concepts of ..liability and a"ailability in "SpeCI 10 radio·rday syst.ms for t.l.vision and td.phony as
discussed in R.pon 445 hav. be<n not.d with th. obj'eliv. of achi.ving consist.ncy. insofar .. is possibl.,
betwe<n corresponding considerations for radio·..lay syst.ms and for th. fix.d·sat.llite. ",,·ic•.

2, Definition o( ••anabili\)

In the context of an end·to-end connection. 3\'ailahilit)' comprises a number of component pans.. and these
a.. discussed in cern R.comm.ndation G.l06 A, appli.d to th. sat.llit. HRC and HRDP. availability is
concerned onl~ \A'ilh equipment a ... ailabilit~ and propagation avai'abilit)o.

A precIse ddinttion of availability of satellite circuits is given in Recommendation ~79. which also give!'
a\'ailabilil~ objecti\-es.

Rerc:rnn~ 10 the term {"If "an~ ~ear··. see !'ole 11 of RC'tommrndalion J~.l
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The availability of a telephone or television circuit in the filed·satellile service is determined by
interruplions. An inlerruption is a prriod in which there is complete or panial loss of signal. ..cessive noise, or a
discontinuity or seV"'e distonion in the signal. Several asprcts have boen considered'

a definition of that which conslitulOS an interruption.

a description of the time asprcts, such as the length of an interruption. the prriod botwoon succossive
intrrruptions. etc.:

a determination. for the purposes of sprcifying a"ailabilily objectives. of whether all interruptions should be
included within lhe objective, or if nOl, what sprcific typos of interruption should bo excluded.

In the ca.. of telephony an interruption is taken into account in Ihe determination of availability if it
would cause a call to bo disconnected making it necessary to re-establish the connection. Any interruption of a
circuli of 10 cons.ecutive seconds or more is considered to make the circuit una\'ailablc.

The Handbook on Satellite Communication (Fixed-Satellile Service). Geneva. 1985, contains an extensive
discussion on availability. In panicular, it discussos the impact on availability of factors such as the following:

mean time between interruptions. This is to ensure that interruptions of euended duration do nOl occur too
frequently:

total interruption over a long prriod. This ensures a maximum value of availability for the system;

mean duration of lnlcrruption, This ensures thaI. if an interruption occurs. it is not toO lon@.:

the rate of occurrence (e.g. measured on an hourly basis):

the total inlerruption time over a prriod (e.g. of any month or year):

the statistically defined duration of inlerrupllons. which could be sprcif,ed by se,'eral points on a statistical
distribution.

4. Equiplll"t a..i1ability

A number of different causes of interruption are included under this heading. They are:

salellite-related effects. including panial or complete failur< of any of the systrms on board. plus eclipse
outages:

eanh-slalion related effects. including failure of any equipment as far as the terrestrial network interface,
outagos caused by human error. sun transits and the effects of natural disasters.

Substantial discussion of many of those mechanisms, plus information regarding availability achieved in
practice with oprrallonal satellites and eanh stations is given in the Handbook on Satellite Communications
(Fixed·Satellite Service) referred to above.

This heading covers interruptions caused by interference and propagation effects. limited information is
available at present on the impact of intra- and inter-syslem (including radio-relay) interference as they affect
availability, and studios in this area are necossary.

Some studies have been carried out into the impact of propagation on availability, In panicular, it has
been found necessary to distinguish botwoon shon breaks due to propagation medlanisms of less than 10
consecutive seconds which are covered by prrformance recommendations, and those of 10 consecutive seconds or
more which contribute to unavailability. In this respeel an -availability faClor" has been used which can bo
defined as:

avaiJabilityfaetor ~ total time lor which outaICI of < IOsduration occur x 100..
total time for which all outqcs occur

The meaning of "outagos- deprnds on whether an analogue or digital circuit is ronsidered, and a precise
definition in each case is given in RECOMMENDS 4 of Recommendation 579,
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Anenuation (dBI

(I) - Denmork. ILl GMz, deva1lon = U.s". <~matt D
OI) - Denmark, 14.$ GHz.. dev..ion = U.$', dima't D
OII) - Denmark, 1I.4GHz.. devatlon =12.$', <~malt D
(IV) - Unit<d Kinldom, ILl GHz. dev..ion =29.9', dimaIC E
(V) - United Kinldom, 14.5 GMz, devation = 29.9', dJDlatt E
(VI) - J__, 1U GHz.. _ion = 6.6', dima't M
(VII) - Canada, 13 GMz. devauon =20', <Iimatt K
(VIII) - Canada, 13 GMz. eIev..ion =31', dimaIC E
(IX) - Canada. 13 GMz, elevation K 29', dimatt K

6. Erfect .r ".,..ariooo DII a..i1aWlity

This section summarizes the information available to date on the wa) propagation eITects contribute 10

unavailable time. Much of the information has he<:n studied by Study Group 5, who have analysed the data in
terms of available time (wilh allenuation events less than 10 s, corresponding to "..vertly errored seconds') and
unavailable time (with anenuation events greater than 10 s), in accordance with the definition of unavailable time
given in Recommendation 579.

The limited information available is presented in Tables I and II as percentages of worst month. Table I is
derived from satellite beacon measurements, Table II from radiometer measurements.
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A djvWon into available and unava.illble time (see Recommends 4 of Recommendation 519) has been made al each attenuation value.

Denmark Dmmark UK Japan
Ekvation 26.5 0 Elevation 12.5° EJevation 29.9 0 Elevation 6.60

Anenua·
lion l<ve! 11.8 GHz 14.5 GHz 11.4 GHz 11.8 GHz 14.5 GHz 11-' GHz
<Xl:lOOd<d

(dB)
SLnaJe site Site division Sin&le sile Sinlle site SiDaJe site SiDaksire Sinale ute

(~ of month) (~ of month) (~ of month) (~ of moath) (~ of month) (~ of month) (~ of month)-- Uno....... A....l* Uftl~ A....... U- ..- .......... A- U""::"" A·•..u.t*I~ -- !....-.... .... .... .... .... .... - .... .... .... - - ....
2 0.0070 0.112 0.0110 0.143 0.0165 0.213 0.0343 0.201 0.015 0.16 0.Q3 0.30
3 0.96 5.7
4 0.OOOS3 0= 0 0 0.0038 0.0462 0.00355 0.0215 0.0022 0.035 0.009 0.10
6 0.00028 : 0.0106 I 0 0 0.00070 I0.0138 0.00035 O.OO~ 0.0008 0.014 0.0022 0.033 0.16 1.84
8 0.00047 I0.0056 0 0 0.0013 0.0039 0 0.00131 0.0005 0.006 0.0009 0.016

I

10 (.000096I 0.0033 ! 0

I

0

1°7'T~rl
0 0 0.027 0.52

15
I ,

0 0 0 0 0.008 0.170.00017 10.000541
20 o I 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE II - hrcrfJlagt oilM warst mont" fo· 'Which the IfIdicalN lIQlw~

ofafft,uuzllOfl t!II¥Tr exCftd«1," Q:moda

ClimBle K CIirM,e E
Atlenuation 13GHz 13GHz

level
""«<dod Site I, Sit< 2,

(dB) elevation 20" elevation 29° fJevl.Lion 31°

Available Una...ail.ble Available UnavailableI Av~able I Una~ailable
time time time bme ume UJne

2 0.017 1.10 0.0081 0.51 0.014

I

0.68 I
3 0.00" 0.54 0.0042 0.31 00046 0.22
4

I

0.0039 0.36 0.0028

'I

0.22 0.003 0.1l
6 0.0022 0.16 0.0017 0.16 0.(0)0 0.058

8 0.0011 0.089 0.0017 0.12 O.OOOS 0.041

10 0.000'7 0.056 0.000'7 0.099 0.0004 0.031
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The followin@ general conclusions have been drawn from Table I:

For elevation angles in the range 26' ·30' and for allenuation values of 2·8 dB, the ratio of allenuation time
during available time to that during tota' ume was found to be between 30., and 10'l0. At greater values of
attrnuation. this proponion tended to increase. since event duration would decrease 3S the attenuation
approached its maximum value.

At lower elevation angles. 6' -12', the ratio of allenuation time during available time to that during total time
was found to be about 14% at the 3 dB allenuation value, decreasing to about 5', at values in the range
10-15 dB. For even greater values of allenuation. the above ratio is likely to increase again. Scintillations
would be ex~cted to make a greater contribution to the allenuation time at the lower elevation an@les than in
Ihe cases for the measurements corresponding to the higher elevation angles.

The site diversity data arc based onl\" on attenuation values of :2 dB; no simultancou!' attenuation value of
4 dB was measured at both sites during the 'ex~rimen( in Denmark. The only data supplied therefore correspond
to the 2 dB value. The ratio of allenuation time during available time to that during total time was found to be
very close to ,hat for a single site. However, for regions of the world with higher rainfall rates, the rat,o in Ihe
diversity case may be sreater than for a single site as a result of the increased impact of site diversity in such
climates.

The data contained in Table II are based on radiometer measurements made in Canada at 13 GHz.
Propagation data "'as collected at six sites where fades from 2-10 dB were recorded and the fade durations
alculated for those lastin@ shoner than 10 s and those lasting longer or equal to 10 s. Results for two typical
K climate sites and one E c1ima,e site have been presented. These results indicate that the availability would be in
Ihe range 1-4',. Using the availability factor definition given in section 5 above. these results reduce to less
than 1'". The data also indicate that for system design margins in the 3-6 dB range. a total unavailable time of up
to 054% of the worst month could be ex~rienced

Funher information "as provided by Australia where propagation measurements ICC! R. 198~-86aJ al II
and 14 GHz for three different locations, includin@ both tropical and more temperale zones. sho" Ihal the
availability factor is of the order of 4°·, or Ie".

From consideration of all the ,"formation presented above. it is concluded that an availabilit) factor of
]()O/O is a conservative working value.

REFERENCES

CCIR. Docum,nH

11982·8~1 0.4'29" [Au'troli.,
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In paragraph 2.2.4 some typical upperbounds on the fractions ex and S

have been derived through application of the developed availability

concepts to the results of Fukuchi and Otsu [21J.

This derivation has been worked out below.

It is recalled that

P =
a

P =
u

P a
n

(l-P ) (1-S)+P exn n

P (1-a)+(1-P )8
n n

(4)

(5)

Putting again

P
G a

100So= . =
P
n (1-P ) (1-8) +P a

n n

• 100% (6)

(l-a)P +8(1-P ) ]
n n -100%

Pn

(7)

which were bounded by Fukuchi and Otsu for their particular case

according to:

o ~
G

;S g
100

g ~ 0 (01)
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(02)

Writing (01) and (02) explicitly,

a
0 ~ ~ g (03)

(l-Pn) (1-3) +P nO.

I-P
0 :s n

B (04)a - --
P

n

and first elaborating on (04), two cases are identified:

I-P B
Case 1: n

~ 0 for P (05)0. - -- -

P c,+:: n
n

I-P B
Case 2: n

< 0 for < Pa - (06)
P 0.+3

n
n

Ad case 1:

Solving (04 ) for S yields

(o.-h)P___n:s B <

I-P
n

aP
n

I-P
n

(07)
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g (1-P ) (1-3)
n

l-gP
n

(08)

Lower bounding B by substitution of a = 0 in (07), it is seen that:

o ~ B (09)

whereas maximizing the upperbound on B by substitution of

g(1-P ) (1-3)
n

Q =
l-gP

n

yields

(010)

B <

So,

gP
n (011 )

o ~ B ~ gP
n

(012)
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g (l-P )
n (013 )

1- gP
n

Conversely, when (04) is solved for a

1-P
__n <' a. :s

P
n

1-P
n

h + -- B
P

n

(014 )

and (03) is rewritten as

cx(l-P g)
1 ....:en=___

g(l-P I
n

then substitution of

1-P
Ci. = n B

P
n

in (015) yields

P g
n

(015 )

(016)

(017)
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B
ex(l-P g)

1 n_

g (l-P )
n

(018)

in (014) yields

ex ::; g(hP +l-Pln n/

Ad case 2:

Unequality (06) may be combined with (03) in an analogous way,

respectively resulting in the sets

(019)

0 ::; Ci. < g(l-P ) (020)n

h(l-P g) I
o < B ~ P n

+ gj (021)n I-P
n

and

ex ;;; g(l-P ) (022)n

Pn [

h(l-P g) \
B ~

n
+ g j (023)

I-Pn
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Finally comparing (013), (019), (020) and (022), it is concluded that:

g-h

g (l-h)
for P > ---

n
(024)

g-h

g (l-h)

l-P
n

l-gP
n

for P ~--
n

(025)

and from (012), (017), (021) and (023) it follows that:

o :;: 6
I-P g

n

I-P
n

+ g (026)
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APPENDIX E Excerpt from OPEX requirements [38J

Slgnal
Measuring Sample

Range Resolut. Inten.

A. Beacon Slgnals
A.1 lnphase component BO copolar
A.2 quadrature component BO copolar + 6dB O.OSdB 1 sec
A.3 inphase component ~O crosspolar to
A.4 quadrature component BO crosspoler - 40dB
A.S inphase component B1 copolar vertical
A.6 quadrature component B1 copolar vertical
A.7 inphase component B1 crosspolar vertical
A.B quadrature component B1 crosspolar vertical
A.9 lnphase component B1 copolar horizonthal
A.10 quadrature component B1 copolar horizontal
A.11 inphase component B1 crosspolar horizontal
A.12 quadrature component B1 crosspolar horizontal
A.13 lnphase component B2 copolsr
A.14 quadrature component B2 copolar \.

A.15 inphase component B2 crosspolar
A.16 quadrature component B2 crosspolar

A.17 h. f. standard devlatlon Bo copolar - 0-10dB O.OSdB 1 min
A. 1B h. f. standard devlatlon B1 copolsr vertical ~

A. '9 h.f. standard devlatlon B1 copolar horizontal
A.2o h. f. standard devlatlon 82 copolar

8 Radlometer: 0-300k O.2k 1 sec
8.1 antenna nOlse temperature BO 240 - 340k 0.2k
B.2 reference temperature Bo
8.3 antenna nOlse temperature B1
8.4 reference temperature B1
8.5 antenna nOlse temperature B2
B.6 reference temperature B2

C
C• 1
C.2
C.3
C.4
C.)
C.6
C.7

D
D.1
D.1
D.2
0.3

Meteorologlcal data:
wlnd veloclty
wlnd dHect 10n
relatlve humldity
ambient temperature
barometrlc pressure
raln gauge 1
raln gauge 2

Groundstatlon data
Antenna pOlntlng, az/el/tilt
Antenna tracking error, az/el/tilt
Recelver status
11me/date

O-SOm/sec O.Sm/sec
0-360degr 1 degr
0-100~ 1~

-30C to SOC 0.1C
BOO-1200hPa 1hPa
0-20Omm/hr 1mm/hr
0-20Omm/hr 1mm/hr

0-360/0-90/0-90 0.01degr
0-10/0-10/0-10 0.01degr

tbd -
1 sec

10 SE
II

II

II

"
"
II

10 Sl

"
II

1 min
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APPENDIX F Propagation data for Sodankyla groundstation

Input parameters tor Sodankyla

GROUND STATION PARAMETERS
Ground station latitude:
Ground station longitude:
Ground station Antenna diameter:
Ground station height:
Rain Rates:
Ground station treezing height:
Station water vapour content:

67.260
26.350
1.0000

From data
From data
From data
From data

Degrees
Degrees
Metres

base
base
base
base

SATELLITE PARAMETERS
Satellite trequency:
Satellite latitude:
Satellite longitude:
Satellite altitude:
Satellite elevation:

BORE SITE PARAMETERS
Bore slte latitude:
Bore site longitude:
Bore site azimuth:
Bore site elevalion:
Polarisation rotation angle:
Polarisation at ground statlon:

19.770
O.OOOOOE+OO
-19.000
35786.

Not set

Not set
Not set

2.7300
6.9000

O.OOOOOE+OO
Not set

GHz
Degrees
Degrees
KDI

Degrees
Degrees
Degrees

Output parameters tor Sodankyla

0.1% Rain rate:
0.01% Rain rate:
Freezing height:
Satellite elevation:
Polarisation at ground station:
Ground station height:
Water Vapour Content:

5.2099
19.523
2.0142
7. 1304

-16.786
205.00
7.6850

mm/hour
mDi/hour
Km
Degrees
Degrees
Metres
g/m3

Probability Gas abs.
Attenuation(dB) due to:
Cloud Scintillation Rain Total

5.0 %
1.0%
0.1 %
0.01%

2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08

1. 43
1. 43
1. 43
1. 43

1.23
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
2.50
8.34

22.88

4.73
6.01

11. 85
26.38

Attenuation for 1% ot worst month
Attenuation for 0.1% of worst month
Confidence factor on attenuation

8.2541
20.715

15 to 25%

dB
dB
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GROUND STATION PAHAMETEHS
Ground station latitude:
Ground station longitude:
Ground station Antenna diameter:
Ground statlon height:
Rain Rates:
Ground station freezing height:
Station water vapour content:

67.260
26.350
3.0000

From data
From data
From data
From data

Degrees
Degrees
Metres

base
base
base
base

SATELLITE PARAMETERS
Satellite frequency:
Satellite latitude:
Satellite longltude:
Satellite altitude:
Satellite elevation:

BORE SITE PARAMETERS
Bore site latltude:
Bore slte longitude:
Bore site azimuth:
Bore site elevation:
Polarisatlon rotatlon angle:
Polarisation at ground statlon:

19.770
O.OOOOOE+OO
-19.000
35786.

Not set

Not set
Not set

2.7300
6.9000

O.OOOOOE+OO
Not set

GHz
Degrees
Degrees
Km

Degrees
Degrees
Degrees

Out,.Q'!.LJ2aramE'ters for SodankylA

0.1% Rain rate:
0.01% Rain rate:
Freezlng helght:
Satellite elevation:
Polarisation at ground station:
Ground station height:
Water Vapour Content:

5.2099
19.523
2.0142
7.1304

-16.786
205.00
7.6850

mm/hour
mm/hour
Km
Degrees
Degrees
Metres
g/m3

Probability Gas abs.
Attenuation(dB) due to:
Cloud Scintillation Rain Total

5.0 %
1. 0 %
0.1 %
0.01%

2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08

1. 43
1.43
1. 43
1. 43

1.17
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
2.50
8.34

22.88

4.67
6.01

11.85
26.38

Attenuation for 1% of worst month
Attenuation for 0.1% of worst month
Confidence factor on attenuation

8.2541
20.715

15 to 25%

dB
dB
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GROUND STATION PARAMETERS
Ground station latitude:
Ground station longitude:
Ground station Antenna diameter:
Ground station heIght:
Rain Rates:
Ground station freezing height:
Station water vapour content:

67.260
26.350
6.0000

From data
From data
From data
From data

Degrees
Degrees
Metres

base
base
base
base

SATELLITE PARAMETERS
Satellite frequency:
SatellIte latitude:
Satellite longitude:
Satellite altitude:
Satellite elevation:

BORE SITE PARAMETERS
Bore site latitude:
Bore sIte longItude:
Bore site azimuth:
Bore site elevatIon:
PolarIsation rotation angle:
Polarlsallon at ground ~tatlon:

19.770
O.OOOOOE+OO
-19.000

35786.
Not set

Not set
Not set

2.7300
6.9000

O.OOOOOE+OO
Not set

GHz
Degrees
Degrees
Km

Deqrees
Degrees
Degrees

Output parameters for Sodankyla

0.1% Rain rate:
0.01% Rain rate:
Freezing height:
Satellite elevation:
Polarisation at ground station:
Ground station height:
Water Vapour Content:

5.2099
19.523
2.0142
7.1304

-16.786
205.00
7.6850

mm/hour
mm/hour
Km
Degrees
Degrees
Metres
g/m3

Probability Gas abs.
Attenuation(dB) due to:
Cloud Scintillation Rain Total

5.0 %
1. 0 %
0.1 %
0.01%

2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08

1. 43
1. 43
1. 43
1. 43

1. 06
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
2.50
8.34

22.88

4.57
6.01

11. 85
26.38

Attenuation for 1% of worst month
Attenuation for 0.1% of worst month
Confidence factor on attenuation

8.2541
20.715

15 to 25%

dB
dB
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APPENDIX G Excerpt from Olympus performance documentation [67J

5. PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE

5.1. Configuration

The payload consists of three CW beacon transmitters at
about 12.5 GHz, 20 and 30 GHz. Figure 5-1 illustrates the
functions in a block diagram. The polarisation of the 20
GHz beacon ~ be switched between two orthogonal
orientations. All three beacons are coherently derived
frorr one source.

5.2. Frequency And Polarisation plan

5.2.1 Frequencies

Three signals will be generated by the transmitter package

- Bo at 12501.866 MHz

- B1 at 19770.393 MHz

- B2 at 29655.589 MHz

The frequency stability will be as shown in Table 5-1.

Period Signal Bo signal 8, Signal B2

Over any 24 hours + 1.2 kHz + 2 kHz + 3 kHz
Over any year + 36 kHz + 60 kHz + 90 kHz- - -
Over 7 years + 120 kHz + 200 kHz + 300 kHz- - -

Table 5-1 Frequency Stability

These values include initial setting accuracy.

The short term phase stability specification has received
much attention, as the dynamic range of attenuation and
crosspolarisation measurements carried out with the beacons
is critically dependent on it. The phase fluctuations
of the signals will be within 0.1 radian rms, when measured
with a receiver with a phase lock noise bandwidth of 50 Hz,
which is essentially noise-free or compensated for the
effects of noise.
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5.2.2 Polarisations

- 155 -

Polarisation of all beacon signals will be linear. Signal
Bl will have two discrete polarisation orientations,
designated Y and X, which are orthogonal to each other. The
polarisation orientation of Bo and B2' is aligned accurately
with Y.

Polarisation of 81 will be either Y or X continuously~

switching between Y and X at a rate of 1866 Hz. (Full
switching cycle frequency 933 Hz).

The switching frequency stability will be better than ± 3.5
parts in 10 5 over satellite lifetime. switching time will
be less than ten microseconds.

Phase variation between the two polarisations will be less
than 2 degrees over any 24 hours.

Table 5-2 summarises the polarisation orientation
characteristics. (For a d~finition of polarisation and
pointing angle, see Annex I).

Sig nal Polarisation Orientation/Accuracy
Designation

Y (90 + 2 ) degrees with
respect to Earth equatorial
plane.

Bl
X (90 + 0.5) degrees with

respect to Bl-Y '
-------

B2, Bo Y (0 + 0.5) degrees with
respect to Bl - Y.

Table 5-2 : Polarisation Orientation

The minimum crosspolarisation discrimination (XPD) due to
satellite antenna imperfections observed at any location
within the coverage zone is specified as 30 dB.

5.3. Coverage

Beacon Bo signal will serve the whole of the earth's surface
visible from the satellite, as illustrated in Figure 5-2a.

Beacon 81 and B2 serve the following countries (illustrated
by Fig. 5-2b)

Austria, Helyium, Denmark, finland, Francf:-, GerlT,any,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, SWltzerland, United Kingdom.
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5.4. EIRP

- 156 -

The EIRP of signal Bo will not be less than 10.0 dBW in the
direction of any location within the earth coverage.

The EIRP of signal B1 and B2 will not be less than 24.0 dBW
in the direction of any location within the coverage zone
defined above.

The ~IRP stability limits for all beacon signals over the
coverage zones is given in Table 5-3.

Time interval EIRP variation
Bo ' B1 ' B2

Over any 1 sec + 0.05 dB
Over any 24 hrs + 0.5 dB
Over any year + 1.0 dB-Over 7 year + 2.0 dB-

Table 5-3 EIRP Stability
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APPENDIX H Range rate Sodankyla station vs. Olympus satellite

The range rate between European stations and geostationary satellites

located in the European longitude area is primarily caused by the radial

change in the satellite position with a ratio of 1/1 [68J. The change in

latitude will cause a range rate of a ratio 1/8, whereas the change in

longitude will cause an insignificant range rate [68J.

Following the Olympus Mission Manual (Issue 3, April 1987) the following

orbit limits can be assumed:

* inclination (i) smaller than 0.07 deg.;

* eccentricity (e) smaller than 0.0004; however, this figure could

reach values of up to 0.0008 after satellite manoeuvres.

The range rate caused by this satellite movement will be sinusoidal with

a periodicity of about 1 day for both the inclination and the

eccentricity, however, with a different phase [68J.

For the Sodankyla station (67.26°N, 26.35°E) this yields a 0.504 m/s and
1.23 m/s (up to 2.46 m/s daily peak radial velocity) due to respectively

fluctuation of the orbital inclina:ion and eccentricity [68J.

This yields a worst case total daily peak radial velocity of 2.5 m/s.

It is interesting to compare this (accurate) result with the respective

results obtained from the following two approaches.

1. A very simple approach to obtain a coarse upper bound on the range

rate would be to assume a radial daily distance variation equal to

the maximum orbital arc length variation in the north-south

direction, see figure 44.

The distance between the Sodankyla spot and the Olympus satellite

is 40,895 Km. Taking the north-south variation ~¢ to be 0.14 deg.,

a peak-to-peak arclength variation of 100 km results.
Assuming a sinusoidal behaviour with a 1 day periodicity, this

yields a daily peak radial velocity of 3.6 m/s.
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Figure 44. Geometrical path configuration of Sodankyla earth station

towards Olympus satellite;

6c ~ latitude variation, 62 A lonqitude variation).

2. Another way of assessing the range rate would be to impose a daily

sinusoidal variation onto the distance earth station satellite

calculated from east-west variations of the subsatellite point. In
that case a daily peak-to-peak variation of 0.14 deg., leading to a

distance variation of about 11 km, or a daily peak radial velocity

of 0.40 m/s results.

While the first alternative approach yields a result that is of the same

order of magnitude as the one computed by ESOC [68J, the second approach

underestimates the actual maximum range rate by one order of magnitude.

The latter approach has been used by Meulemans [69, p. 192J to derive

the maximum steady-state phase error of a PLL locked to the Olympus

12.5 GHz beacon.
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